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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Stationary axisymmetric spacetimes

The high degree of symmetry for static spherically symmetric spacetimes makes it possi-

ble to examine their geometry in detail. If one degree of symmetry is broken so that the

spacetime is axisymmetric an examination of the geometry and its physical implications is

much more difficult. As an example of the unusual behaviour of axisymmetric spacetirnes

consider the results of Scott and Szekeres [1]. This work demonstrates how one particu-

lar static axisymmetric vacuum metric, known as the Curzon solution, has a directional

singularity. Unexpectedly, the geodesic motion of spacetimes with directional singularities

may avoid the singularity altogethel and pass through into a flat spacetime. Though direc-

tional singularities are not studied in this work, they provide evidence of the unpredictable

properties of axisymmetr-ic spacetimes. Directional singularities by definition only occur

in axisymmetric spacetimes. Consider also for example "frame-dragging", an effect which

does not occur in the static or Newtonian limits. Frame-dragging is the process where by

particles in a stationary spacetime are dragged along gaining angular velocity, according to

some observer at infinity. Recent experimental results [2] suggest that this frame-dragging

effect has been measured and can be considered to be further confirmation of the genelal

theory of relativity.

Stationary axisymmetric spacetimes both interior and exterior to rotating perfect fluids

is still a lelatively unexplored field.

6



1.1. Stationary arisymmetric spacetimes

The literature review in the next section, gives a detailed account of research done in

the area of stationary axisymmetric (SAS) spacetimes. A subset of stationary spacetimes

are static ones. Recent results t3] t7] have shown that the geodesic motion in Majumdar-

Papapetrou spacetimes is in general chaotic but has isolated regions of stability, one of

which is the Newtonian region.

In general relativity there is no preferred reference frame. Hence a description of the

symmetries of a spacetime must be done in a coordinate independent way. The symmetries

of a particular field, whether it be the Newtonian gravitational potential V or gp,,, ate

determined in the same way; If the potential difference between two spacetime points rp

and rP I el{p is zero then 1{p is a Killing vector, satisfying Killing's equation I{ç,,¡ =
I{pi, + Ii,;t":0. The symmetries of a spacetime are expressed by the algebra and surface

of transitivity generated its Killing vectors. Axisymmetric spacetimes are those for which

there is only one spacelike Killing vector 116 corresponding to an angular coordinate /.
Spherically symmetric spacetimes have three killing vectors whose commutators form a

Lie algebra O(3), and having two dimensional surfaces of transitivity described by angular

coordinates á and /. Similarly the terms stationary and static can be defined in a coordinate

independent way. A gravitational field gt, is called "stationary" if at every point it has a

timelike Killing vector I{,. A distinction between static and stationary spacetimes is macle

in relativity though there is none in Newtonian gravity. Static spacetimes are stationary

spacetimes for which a coordinate transformation exist so that g¡; : 0, ú is a timelike

coordinate and i is one of three spacelike coordinates. A coordinate independent way of

determining whether a spacetime is static or stationary is to examine the timelike Killing

vector Ii". If the timelike Killing vector 1Ç is orthogonal to a hypersurface f @"): 0, i.e.,

K, 6 f @"), r the spacetime is static. It is possible to visualize this difference by imagining

an observer filming a rotating star. If the film is played in reverse then the rotating star

will appear to be rotating in the opposite direction. This situation is deemed stationary

but not static. On the other hand if the star where to stop rotating it would be deemed

static as no distinction could made as to whether the film was being played in the forward

or reverse direction.

7
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1.2. Literature reuiew

the interior of a rotating star. Exact solutions for Einstein's field equations for stationary

axisymmetric spacetimes are notoriously difficult to solve. Only stationary axisymmetric

(SAS) metric tensors which generate the Einstein tensor describing the physical properties

of a rotating perfect fluid are studied. Except for few special cases, such as rotating dust

and discs of matter the geometrical structure interior to a perfect fluid has not be found.

Before entering into the details of the attempts made in thesis to solve the problem we

give a review of the literature which already exists on the topic.

L.2 Literature review

L.2.L Vacuum stationary axisymmetric spacetimes

Kerr in 1963 found a stationary axisymmetric vacuum solution to Einstein's equations.

This solution now known as the Kerr metric describes the spacetime of a rotating blackhole.

Following Kerr's discovery a great number of publications were produced describing its

spacetime properties. It is not feasible nor necessary to cite these publications as most

modern text books on the general theory of relativity devote a chapter or at least part

of one to a description of the Kerr geometry. The uniqueness theorems of Robinson and

Carter [8, 9] established that: [10]

The only stationary axisymmetric solution of Einstein's equation for the uac-

uum, which has a smooth conuer euent-horizon, is asymptotically fl"at, and is

non-singular outside the euent-horizon, is the I{err metric.

The Kerr metric [11], which can be shown to be a solution of the Ernst equation [12, 13],

belongs to a palticular class of spacetimes known as Kerr-Schild (KS) metrics,

9pr: Try l Hlpl, (1.2 1)

where 11 is some scalar function and /, is a null vector. The KS spacetimes are limited

to representing the vacuum) electromagnetic field and pure radiation, as the vector' field

/, used to transform Minkowski space is null. A generalization of KS spacetimes has been

8



1.2, Literature reuieu

considered as possible sources of perfect fluid spacetimes, [14]-[18], The results of [la]

proved that the energy momentum tensor of the generalized KS spacetime,

9t"r : ãr,I Hlpl^ (r.2.2)

has a null eigenvector if and only if /, is an eigenvector of the energy-momentum tensor

for the seed metric õp,. References [14] [18] demonstrate the success of this technique in

generating inhomogeneous cosmologies and static and stationary spacetimes.

Following the discovery of the Kerr metric Newman and Janis [19], [20] developed a

"trick" by which the Kerr metric could be generated by making a complex transformation

of the exterior Schwarzschild solution. At the time of writing the papers conceded that

there is no sirnple, clear reason for the series of operations perforrned

other than it wolked. Despite this, the technique know as the Newman-Janis algorithm

(NJA) was successfully used to derive a previously undiscovered solution now known as

the Kerr-Newman metric.

A more rigorous account of the NJA was given by Schiffer et. al in 1973 [21]. They pro-

vided an elegant proof as to how both Schwarzschild and Kerr metrics were both soiutions

of the same complex potential equation. It was shown that the Kerr solution is simply the

complex solution shifted by an amount i¿ in the z direction. Also in 1973 Newman [22]

showed that the essential reason for the success of the NJA was that the Einstein-Maxwell

equations are invariant under complex Poincare transformations, z't" : afz' t bp. New-

man [23] tried to give a more detailed account of the NJA as being a real slice of a complex

space,

ds2:nwdzPdz'*),(lrdz\)2 , (1.2.3)

where zp are complex coordinates zþ : rp I iAp. This is not particularly useful, as once

again, it relies on knowing results before obtaining them. Gurses and Gursey [24] proved

that, if the pseudo energy-momentum tensor vanishes, or Einstein's equations are linear,

then complex transformations are allowed in General Relativity.

Demianski et. al. [25] proceeded to modify the NJA slightly and applied it to a gener-

alization of the exteriol Schwarzschild solution. This new solution (Kerr-NUT) represents

I
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a gravitational monopole solution. The metric is described as having a monopole solution

because the only non-vanishing component of the Weyl tensor is

ur:$, (t.2.4)*'- 
fr-i(ocoso+b))3 

)

which is analogus to the case for magnetic monopoles where the field invariant is

e*zcú, : Liî (1.2.5)

A Kerr-like spacetime was found by Demianski [26] by using a more general complex

transformation than that originally used in the NJA. The Kerr-like solution can not be

considered as the exterior gravitational field of a bound distribution of matter as it contains

a singularity on the axis of rotation 0 : 0 and 0 : r.

Not until 1982 an attempt made to obtain interior solutions to the Kerr metric using

the NJA. Herrera and Jimenez [27) used the NJA to obtain a stationary axisymmetlic

spacetime which could be matched smoothly to the Kerr metric on an oblate spheroid. A

study of the static limit of their results revealed that the solution was not a perfect fluid

as the radial and tangential pressures where different. The debate as to whether the NJA

could be used to generate non perfect fluid spacetimes was not resolved uniil 1998. The

work of Drake and Szekeres [28] clarified exactly what the NJA was and proved that the

only perfect fluid generated by the NJA was the vacuum. Drake and Turolla generalized

the NJA to include non-vacuum spacetimes which match smoothly to the Kerr metric and

are perfect fluids in the static Iimit.

Another well studied class of stationary axisymmetric spacetimes are the Tomimatsu-

Sato solutions [29]. Unfortunately though these solutions can not be considered as viable

candidates for the exterior of rotating stars as in the static limit they are axisymmetric

Weyl solutions of ô: 2 [30]. It is well accepted, though still defies rigorous proof, that

the interior of a static pelfect fluid is spherically symmetric. The Scwarzschild solution

in Weyl coordinates is ó: 1, hence the Tomimatsu-Sato solutions do not represent the

Schwarzschild metric in the static limit.

While there are other stationary axisymmetric solutions to Eìnstein's field equations

most of them are not asymptotically flat. Asymptotic flatness is ihe property that the
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curvature tensor tends to zero at large distances. It is an expected property for the exterior

of stars. A review of asymptotically flat rotating solutions to Einstein's equations is found

in Islam's article [30].

L.2.2 Non-vacuum stationary axisymmetric spacetimes

Mars et. al [31] have recently shown the uniqueness of exterior solutions of Einstein's

field equations matching smoothly to an interior. That is to say the exterior spacetime is

matched uniquely to a given interior.

The uniqueness of the Kerr metric tells us nothing of the interior stationary axisym-

metric (SAS) spacetimes. The work of Geroch [32], [33] provides a means for obtaining

new SAS metrics from known ones. Unfortunately, many of the solutions resulting from

this method have no obvious physical interpretation. Solutions up to quadrature where

found by Winicour [3a] and they represent the complete class of rotating dust solutions.

An solution for rigidly rotating dust was determined up to an arbitrary solution of the

Laplace equation by van Stockum [35]. The only other well known exact analytic solution

is that of Neugenbauer et. al. [36] It represents a rotating dust solution which in some

limit appears to represent an extreme Kerr solution. The general properties of rotating

dust solutions have been examined by Krasinski [37] [39]'

It was noted [40]that the Kerr soiution could be interpretated as arising from a thin

rigidly rotating disk with a regular interior and a singular ring. Rotating clisks of matter

are not the only structure which may be matched smoothly to the Kerr metric but they are

the most studied analytically. The inverse scattering method is a powerful technique for

generating exterior axisymmetric stationary spacetimes. Unfortunately this method is not

suitable for obtaining interior solutions, unless the interior is described by an infinitesimal

thin disk [a1]. Rigidly rotating dust is rhe Plp --+ 0limit (P: pressure, p: density) of

rigidly rotating perfect fluids. Such solutions are interesting as they represent the simplest

model of self-gravitating rotating bodies. They also describe crude models of galaxies.

Normal galaxies are sufficiently well described by Newtonian gravitating brrt a relativistic

model may be relevant to quasars. The first example of an exactly solvable of rigidly

rotating disk of dust seems to have been provided by Neugenbauer [36] et. al. It represents
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the only known exact solution to rigidly rotating perfect fluid in general relativity.

Non-disk solutions to the Einstein equations have been found which match the Kerr

metric in the first junction condition by fail in the second. Failure to match the second

junction condition means that the interior and exterior are separated by a thin shell of

matter with finite mass. Thin shells have been considered as sources of the Kerr metric [42]

and Magli [43), [44] has considered rotating neutron stars with elastic properties. The

situation at this stage is that no perfect fluid source of the Kerr metric has been found.

L.2.3 Numerical rnethods

The difficulties in obtaining exact solutions to Einstein's field equations for stationary

axisymmetric (SAS) fields naturally leads to numerical investigations. Various schemes for

numerical integration of the field equations describing rotating perfect fluids are reviewed

by Stergioulas [45]. The general technique for numerical integration is to begin with an

SAS metric of the form

dsz : e2,dt2 -f ee(dþ - udt)2 + e2o(dr2 ¡ r2d02) (1.2.6)

where u, g, a and a are dependent on r and d. It is generally assumed that the stress-energy

tensor is that of a perfect fluid stress-energy tensor

Tt", - (p _t p)uru, + pgw (t.2.7)

with a four velocity

(1.2.8)

and three velocity

u : (f) - a)ev-' (1.2.9)

For a given equation of state numerical means have been used to calculate the geometry of

rotating stars [46]- [51]. More recently the interior of hot rotating disks in general relativity

has been solved numerically Î521. These results represent a relativistic generalization of

the class of Newtonian disks, known as Kalnajs disks [53], which are completely described

by simple analytic expressions.

u':ft(al+c,aä)
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1-.3 Current status

Fascination with the Kerr metric not only stems from its simple analytic representa-

tion but also from its uniqueness as the final state of a collapsed rotating star [8], [9].

Birkhoff's theorem tells us that the exterior of a static spherically symmetric star must

be the Schwarzschild blackhole solution. However no such uniqueness theorem exist for

rotating stars. This is not surprising as one would expect that the shape of a rotating

star would depend on the equation of state describing its interior. Highly compact ob-

jects would have equipotential surfaces which are very close to spheroidal. At the other

extreme a pressureless non-interacting gas (dust) is confined to a disc whose equipotential

surfaces are highly ellipsoidal. There is still debate as to whether or not the Kerr metric

corresponds to the exterior of a self-gravitating massive body, other than a disk. Thus far

no conclusive remarks have been made on this topic. There are solutions which can be

matched smoothly to the Kerr metric [3a], [40], 1421,[43], [44] but the problem with these

is that they are composed of matter confined to plane, or imperfect fluids.

Simple analytic procedures for the generation new solutions to Einstein's field equa-

tions, such as KS spacetimes and the Newman-Janis algorithm, have been shown to be

unsuccessful in obtain in perfect fluid solutions. However, the KS spacetimes can be gener-

alized to general KS (GKS) spacetimes which may generate rotating perfect fluid interior

spacetimes. Likewise the Newman-Janis algorithm may be generalized (GNJA), to include

the possibility of obtaining perfect fluid interior solutions. There are still open questions

for SAS spacetimes such as : Is there a perfect fl,uid source for the I(err metric ? and what

is the erterior of a rigidly rotating star?

L.4 Chaotic dynarnics in the Hill's reduced rnodel

The second problem considered in this thesis is the study of the chaotic behaviour of an

infinitesimal charged particle in motion about two fixed charged centers. The motivation of

the problem comes from trying to understand how systems change from regular to chaotic.

The fixed two centers problem, known as the Hill's reduced model, is an ideal situation for

studying the transition from regular behaviour to chaos in deterministic systems. It is the
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simplest three body problem and one of the very few exactly solvable ones. Hill's reduced

model has the unusual property of being solvable in Newtonian mechanics and chaotic in

relativistic mechanics [54].

The history of the Hill's reduced model is a long and rich one. The Newtonian version

of this problem has been treated by a number of authors for example [Sf]. fn this reference

it is treated as a gravitational problem but the results are exactly the same for a coulomb

potential. In elliptic coordinates particle trajectories are expressed in terms of elliptic

integrals. Although these functions are not particularly simple they still enable one to

describe trajectories exactly, depending only on initial conditions.

In more recent times the general relativistic version of this problem consisting of two

fixed charged black holes which are orbited by an infinitesimal uncharged particle has been

shown to be chaotic [3]- [7]. The two fixed blackholes are charged so that the gravitational

attraction is balanced by the electrostatic repulsion. Unlike the Newtonian version the

technique of changing to elliptic coordinates does not allow the particle trajectories to be

described by analytic functions. This suggest, but my no means proves) that the motion

is chaotic. The chaotic nature of the motion is found by numerical integration of its

trajectories. The singular nature of the spacetimes comprising of two charged blackholes

means that a lar.ge number of trajectories are captured. Capture makes it difficult to

determine the chaotic behaviour. Dettmann et.al [3], [4] demonstrated that the capture

condition was actually a help, not a hindrance to examining the chaotic nature. A review

of this work is given in chapter 6.

The Hydrogen molecule ion is a good approximation to the fixed two centers problem

in quantum mechanics. In 1913 Bohr derived the energy spectrum for the Hydrogen atom'

Sommerfield generalized these rules so that they could be applied to other atoms and

molecules. Bohr set the task of using these rules to obtain the energy levels for H{ to his

PhD student Pauli in 1919. At that time it was not known whether or not the 1/r+ ion

existed. This semi-classical approach was designed to resolve this debate. Pauli found that

the lowest eneÌgy level was positive, concluding that the HI ion could not exist as a stable

configuration. Contrary to this Schroedinger's solved the problem correctly and concluded

that the f1r+ could exist, as is now known by experiment. Semiclassical quantization was
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later carried out using improved quantization rules [56]. This new semiclassical approach

found stable solutions for the hydrogen molecule ion. The special relativistic version for

full quantum model of the H{ ion has never been study. Hopefully future studies will

determine whether or not it is chaotic.

Classical special relativistic dynamics allows us to examine whether the chaos of the

fixed two center problem arises solely from the non-linear effects of general relativity. The

model for this is two fixed positively charged particles and infinitesimal negatively charged

one whose motion is describe by special relativistic dynamics. The coulomb potentials for

each charge may be added linearly to find the overall potential at any point. The only

differences between this model and its Newtonian counterpart is that the kinetic energy of

the infinitesimal particle of mass rno with velocity ú is mslt/T=æ _ rrì's and not mu2f2.

Is this difference enough to give rise to chaos? The studies of part 2 demonstrate that it

1.5 Outline of chapters

The first chapter after the introduction introduces a technique for generating stationary

axisymmetric metrics from static spherically symmetric ones. The procedure, known as the

Newman-Janis algorithm, was originally proposed as a means of deriving the Kerr solution

from the Schwarzschild metric. The original work by Newman et.al was considered by

some authors to be a "fluke" and not worthy of further investigation. Chapter 2 outlines

precisely what the Newman-Janis algorithm (NJA) is, why it is successful in generating

the Kerr-Newman metric and why it is unsuccessful for generating perfect solutions.

Chapter 3 generalizes the Newman-Janis algorithm (GNJA) to include possible rotating

perfect fluids as sources of the Kerr metric. It is found that while solutions can be found

which join smoothly to the Kerr metric on a static axisymmetric hypersurface, it is not

possible to examine their physical properties in detail. It is however possible to calculate

the pressure and density profiles of such rotating fluids in the static limit, ø --+ 0' Even

for such simplified cases the investigation requires numerical integration in order to obtain

any results at all. Chapter 3 concludes by establishing that the GNJA can be used to
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generate solutions which match smoothly to the Kerr metric and whose static limit is a

perfect fluid.

Following on from attempts to obtain exact solutions chapter 4 looks at all stationary

axisymmetric metric which describe a rigidly rotating perfect fluid. While it is not possible

to find a specific metric for any such spacetime, it is possible to examine some of their

general properties. This chapter is devoted to presenting the simplest form perfect fluid

spacetimes with rigid rotation and whose vorticity vector is aligned in the 2 direction.

This approach leads naturally to a relativistic definition of centrifugal force, which is also

explained in this chapter.

A completely new direction in the study of axisymmetric spacetimes is studied in chap-

ters 5 and 6. These chapters introduce the concept of deterministic chaos in relativistic

systems. The specific model of two fixed centers is studied as it addresses the question of

whether chaos in general relativity is due to the non-linear nature of its structure. The

detailed calculations of chapter 6 show that the special relativistic version of the fixed to

center problem is chaotic while the Newtonian version is not.

The two studies are tied together in the conclusion with reference to the fact the point

out the differences between axisymmetric spacetimes in relativity from there Newtonian

counter parts.

16



Chapter 2

An Explanation of the
Newman-Janis algorithm

2.L Introduction.

Since the discovery of the Kerr metric [11] many attempts have been made to find a

physically reasonable interior matter distribution that may be considered as its source.

For a review of some of these approaches the reader is referred to the introductions of [57]

and [58]. Though much progress has been made results have been generally disappointing.

Thus far nobody has obtained a physically satisfactory interior solution. This may seem

surprising given the success of matching internal spherical symmetric solutions to the

Schwarzschild metric. The problem is not simply that the loss of one degree of symmetry

makes the derivation of analy'tic results that much more difficult. Severe restrictions are

placed on an interior metric if one maintains that it must be joined smoothly to the

Kerr metric, whereas for spherically symmetric solutions the juncture conditions are less

Iimiting. Further restrictions are placed on interior solutions to ensure that they correspond

to physical objects. As the Kerr metric has no radiation field associated with it its source

metric must also be non-radiating. This places even further constraints on the structure

of the interior metric [59]. Given the strenuous nature of these limiting conditions, it is

not surprising to learn that as yet nobody has obtained a truly satisfactory solution to the

problem of finding sources for the Kerr metric. In general the failure is due to an internal

structure that has unphysical properties, oÌ a failure to satisfactorily match the boundary

t7
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conditions

Axisymmetric solutions to Einstein's field equations are notoriously difficult to find.

The unique class of charged rotating black hole (Kerr-Newman spacetimes) can be gener-

ated by a technique known as the Newman-Janis algorithm (NJA) [19] [20]. While this

algorithm is particularly successful in "deriving" the Kerr metric and its electromagnetic

generalization, the Kerr-Newman metric, it has often been criticized [60] on the grounds

that (a) the procedure is not a general method of generating vacuum from vacuum metrics,

and (b) there is a certain arbitrariness in the choice of complexification of terms in the

original seed metric (Schwarzschild or Reissner-Nordström).

The main purpose of this chapter is (a) to specify precisely what the Newman-Janis

algorithm is, (b) to understand under what circumstances and with what choice of com-

plexifications it will be successful in generating one solution of Binstein's equations from

another, and (c) to explore the possibility of extending the algorithm to arbitrary seed

metrics with the view to generating perfect fluid interior solutions of Einstein's equations.

Section 2.2 describes the Newman-Janis Algorithm as a five-step procedure. This may

appear to be somewhat overspecific, but these steps constitute the most general algorithm

of this kind which has actually been found to work. In Section 2.3 the algorithm is applied

to a general spherically symmetric spacetime. Section2.4 presents the main results, that

non-vacuum perfect fluids can never be generated by the NJA, while the Kerr-Newman

solution is the most general algebraically special spacetime which can be so generated. The

conclusion drawn in Section 2.5 that the particular choice of complexification used in the

standard NJA to generate the Kerr-Ne\ryman solution is not arbitrary, but in fact could

not be chosen in any other way in order for the NJA to be successful. This provides, in a

sense, an "explanation" of the algorithm.

2.2 The Newrnan-Janis algorithm.

Despite the work by Newman and Janis and the work by Herlera and Jiménez and some

further papels on the subject, the NJA is not a well known area of general relativity.

For this reason we believe it is necessary to give a detailed outline as to what it actually
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is. This section describes the Newman-Janis algorithm in a form generalized from the

original version used to generate the Kerr-Newman metric (rotating charged black hole)

from the Reissner-Nordström solution. The NJA is treated as a five-step procedure for

generating new solutions of Einstein's equations from known static spherically symmetric

ones. Whether a similar process can apply to original seed metrics which are not spherically

symmetric is not known.

The five steps of the Newman-Janis algorithm are as follows:

1. Write a static spherically symmetric seed line element in advanced null coordinates

{u,r,0, þ}

d,sz : 
"zo(r)¿rz 

* 2eo(")+.1(,)d,ud,r - r, (ae, + sin2 ldör) (2.2.1)

In the Newman-Janis algorithm the seed was the Reissner-Nordström metric which

in advanced Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates is

ds2 : (t -U- q) au2 t 2dud,r - r' (ae' r sin2 0dó') Q.2.2)
\ r ,''/

2. Express the contravariant form of the seed metric in terms of a null tetrad,

gP':l\n'il'nP-rnqm'-m'rnq , (2.2.3)

See Appendix B for relevant details of the Newman-Penrose formalism. For the

spacetime 2.2.7 the null tetrad vectors are

I tt tl1L _ Ul j

^11tL " 
À(r)-o(r)5u-!"-r^t,¡5y 

1'2
Z

sin á
6r, + ç I,L

U1

It is convenient to use the tetrad notation introduced by Newman and Penrose [61]

Z! : (l',n',*',ù') ) e:I,2r3r4

The null tetrad vectors for the Reissner-Nordström metric are

TLL çPL 
- 

U1 ,
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un' 6t"o

7np

2m Q'
r

x

sin d
6i+ 6t

('
I
2

(

T2
6t"r

20

(2.2.7)

(2.2.8)

(2.2.e)

1

-Jz,

3. Extend the coordinates rp to a new set of complex coordinates ãp

rP - ãP : rP + iy,(r") )

where yo(r") are analytic functions of the real coordinates ro, and simultaneously

let the null tetrad vectors Z! tndergo a transformation

zl@o)-- z¡çt'¡ (2.2.4)

An additional requirement is that the transformation recovers the old tetrad and

metric when ñp : ip . In summary the effect of this "tilde transformation" is the

creation of a new metric whose components are (real) functions of complex variables,

9p, + ãpr:*' x * r+ IR (2.2.5)

with

z:@')l*=i: zl@o) (2'2'6)

The tilde transformation is clearly not unique as there are many different choices of

the null tetrad vector coefficients satisfying the conditions 2.2'5 and 2.2.6.

In the original NJA, the tilde transformation on the Reissner-Nordström null tetrad

vectors is

Ip -+

uTL' -}

--+

IP:61

ñP:68
I.:
,¿

(
T

),'
Q,
TT('--(l-'å)

1

J' 6ï+#6i)mP mn

A cluick check shows that the above null tetrad vectors are those corresponding to

the Reissner-Nordström metric when ãp : ip . However it is precisely here that a

certain arbitrariness crept into the process, since the method of complexifying the

terrn2mf r is quite different to the complexificationof the Q'lr' term. It is our aim

to provide some rationale for this part of the NJ procedure.
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4. A new metric is obtained by making a complex coordinate transformation

ã!:rP+h'@') , (2'2'ro)

to the null tetrad vectors Zt. ttt null tetrad vectors transform in the usual way

- ãrP
z: : zí 

aã,

The particular choice of complex transformations chosen by Newman and Janis to

generate the Kerr-Newman metric were

ãP -- rP * ia cos 0 (63 - 6Ð (2.2.t1)

Explicitly

ú:uliacos|, ñ:r- iacosg, ã:0, Ó:Ó (2.2.12)

From the transformed null tetrad vectors a new metric is recovered using 2'2'3.

The null tetrad vectors of the Kerr metric are generated from the complexified

Schwarzschild metric, (equations 2.2.7 to 2.2.9) by making the complex coordinate

transformatin 2.2.11,

2mr Q'
- pr-p,

iu:67
ítP : 6Ë _;(,

1

),'
fnP

The Kerr-Newman metric generated from these null tetrad vectors, in covariant form

Ø(, + iacos?)
(;o,i,, o(6i -óí) + 6i + #6t)

¿ sin2 o"-iQ-
-asin2 0

0

IS

10
00
. -p2

Çpr: (2.2.t3)

- sin2 e (r'? + a2 - a2 {"2 625e1)

where

p' = r' + a2 cos02.

As the metric is symmetric the "." is used to indicate 9p, : 7rp, This is not the

usually Boyer-Lindquist form of the Kerr-Newman metric.
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5. Finally it is assumed that a simple coordinate transformation of the form u : t*F(r),

ó : ,þ + G(r) will transform the metric to Boyer-Lindquist coord'inates. For our

purposes a set of coordinates in which the metric has only one off-diagonal term 9¿6

will be termed "Boyer-Lindquist".

To obtain the usual representation of the Kerr-Newman metric in Boyer-Lindquist

coordinates, it is necessary to make a transformation on the null coordinate u and

the angle coordinate /

u t- I a

12+a.2tQ2-2mr
12+a2

(2.2.14)

(2.2.1.5)ó ,þ- t dr
12+a,2*Q2-2mr

2.3

In the various stages of the NJA described above the only ambiguous point was the tilde

transformation in step 3. Applying this step to a general static spherically symmetric seed

metric 2.2.1, the tilde operation produces the null tetrad vectors

Application of the Newman-Janis algorithm.

[u:67
pn

"-À(r,F)-ó(r,ì) 
5u -2^(i,í) 6tl

1

--e2

ñ1tl

A new set of null tetrad vectors, and hence a new metric, results after the transforma-

tion2.2.11. These new null tetrad vectors ate

1

úr (u,*#rt)

lp

u
n.'

6i,

"-),(r,0)-ó(r,e) 
6t

1

1

,
t\ T 6r0

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

e

u
Tn'

J2(, + iacos0) (;o,i,, o(6t -óí) + 6ï + f-;6t)

The coordinates ro : {u,r,0,ó} are all real. By equation 2.2.3 the metric obtained from

the null tetrad vectors 2.3.1,,2.3.2 and 2.3.3 is, in covariant form,
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(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)

(2.3.8)

9p,:
"2a(r,0) ") 

(r,a)*o (r,d) g

.00
-p2

asinz 0ea(r,e)ç"À(r,0) - "ø(r,0)¡
-o"aþ,0)*À(r,P) sin2 d

0

This completes steps 3 and 4, the application of the NJA to static spherically symmetric

seed metrics without guessing the tilde transformation 2.2.4. At this stage the metric con-

tains two unknown functions exp(O) and exp(l) of two variables r,0. The only constraints

on these functions are given by 2.2.5 and 2.2.6.

Step 5 is the transformation of the new metric into Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. To

express the metric 2.3.4 in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the foilowing transformations are

made,

- sin2 g(pt + a2 sin2 6"aþ,0)(2/Í,e¡ - "o(r'a);;

Iu:t* s(r)dr; ó: ó' + h(r)dr; r:r'; 0:0'

0

ïrP 0r'
6¡ 66eu'

g(r)g"a I s,o ! h(r)g6a : o

9ee

góö

These particular transformations are made because as the functions exp (Þ, exp ) and p are

functions of r and d only they are unaffected by 2.3.5. The functions 9(r) and å(r) ensuring

that the new metri c g'r, has only one off diagonal terrn, g'rr,

ôrP 0r'
E$gru: luu

ïrP ôr' 0r'
0t 0r""- 0r

0

gu, : g(,)g,' * 9u, I h(r)g"6 : g (236)

9te

9uþ 9ta

}rP ôr'
6¡ 5ewg',,

g(r)'g,, l2g(r)g,, + zg(r)h(r)g.o + 2h(r)9,6 I 9,, * h(r)gøø (2.3.7)

9tt :

g't, :

g',e

9 rrþ

gbe

9,t ,t,

The expression for g(r) and å,(r) are found by solving 2.3.6 and 2.3.8 simultaneously,
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e^þ,0)(p2 + a2 sin2 6"s(r,o)+ø(r,o))
(2.3. e)

"o(r,o)(oz 
+ o2 sinz Q"zÀ(r,o))

o"2).(r,0)
(2.3. l0)h(r)

p2 + a2 
"inz 

6"zx¡'e¡

Substituting the above expressions for g(r) and å(r) into equation 2.3.7 one finds that

in these coordinates {t,r,0,tþ} the metric is

g(r)

0
"2AQ,0)

-p'l(p'"-'^(''a) + a2 sin2 o)

asín2 7eøG,0)1er(",a) - "o(r,e)¡
0

0

- sin2 0(p2 + ø2 sin2 0ea(',0) (2e^(r,a) - ro(r,a)¡¡

(k(r)+a2x2)2

0

0

0

0

p29p, =

(2.3.11)

Recalling that p2 = 12 + a2 cos2 d, by rearrangement of equation 2.3.10 we find

-2),(r,o) - -h(r)p'
a2h(r)sin2 d I a i(r) + a2 cos2 o'

where j(r) = -alh(r) - a2.

In a similar manner equation 2.3.10 may be used to express exp Õ(r, á) in terms of the

single variable functions g(r) and 7(r),

"aþ,0) -
p'(i(r) | a2 cosz 0)

,t(r) + a2 cos2 0

where k(r) -- -g(r)(i(r) + ú2) - ¿2. The Boyer-Lindquist form of 2.3.4 is then

o' (ilr)+"'x')
0 "(r-¡')1¡1'¡-k(,))p20

(É(1)+¿2 \2 )'?

9p,: p'
r-x2

p'
j(r)+a2 0

-(1 -*'ro'ffi
Where X: cosd so that

p'=r'+o'x'

(2.3.r2)
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In order to calculate properties of the metric tensor 2.3.I2 the packages Tensor and

Debeuer where used inside Maple I/. It is well known that while humans often prefer to

work with trigonometric functions computers do not, the reason being that there is unique

way to simplify trigonometric functions. The safest way to remove this problem is to

avoid using trigonometric functions altogether in computer aided calculations' It is for

this reason that the substitutiorr X = cos d was made.

2.4 Properties of metrics generated by the Newman-
Janis algorithm

The package Tensor in Maple I/ enables the calculation of the Einstein tensor from any

metric tensor. Debeuer calculates the Newman-Penrose spin coefficients. Below some the-

orems are provided for spacetimes generated using the above mentioned packages. The

algebraic expressions of the Einstein tensor and the spin coefficients tend to be rather

lengthy, fortunately all those of interest to us can be expressed in the form Ð* H*X2^

where H^ is a function of r only. For reasons of compactification all the cutvature ex-

pressions will be written in this way and the specific forms f.or H^ will be shown only

when required. The interested reader is encouraged to check these expressions with Maple,

Mathematica or their favorite algebraic manipulation program.

Theorem 1 ; Tlte only perfect fluid generated by the Newman-Janis Algorithm is the

uacuum.

Proof: Generation of the Einstein tensor from the metric 2.3.12 reveals tha"t Gt¡ = 0 if

A -- r or A: ¡. If the Einstein tensor is equivalent to the stress energy tensor of a perfect

fluid then

Gr,: (P + ùU,IJ, - Pgr, (2.4.1')

As the four velocity is timelike (Ur I 0). The vanishing of Gt, and G¿" is assured if and

only if [J, : (Jx : 0, as gry : gh : 0. Given that t/' : Ux : 0 then ftorn 2.4.7 G,x : 0 '

The G", component of the Einstein tensor generated by Tensor in Maple V is

(2, - k'(r)) aaya + (2k(r) - k'(r)r)2ary2 - k'(r)ra *2rk(r)2¡2
-óxa pn (k(r) + o'x')'
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where " ' " denotes the derivative with respect to r. This expression vanishes if and only if

k(r) : 72 (2.4.2)

To resolve 7(r) with this definition of k(r) we look at the isotropic pressure condition,

G,,fg,,-Grrlgrr:o 
'

which for metric 2.3.1.2 reads

-r(j,,(T) -?)",x, _r2r2 +r2i"(r) - Lïi',_(r) + 4j(r) _ 0 Q.4.3)2 r2 + a2X2 2 r, + o'X'

As X is an independent variable the isotropic pressure condition 2.4.3 is satisfied if and

only if

j"(r) 2: o ,

(j"(r) - 2) o'x' * 2r2 + r',i"(r) 4rj',(r) + aj(r) : g

The unique solution to this pair of equations is

j(r):r2+dtr , (2'4'4)

where d1 is a constant of integration.

Substituting equations 2.4.4 and 2.4.2 into the metric 2.3.12 generated by the NJA,

and setting the constant of integration d1 to equal twice the mass we get the Kerr metric

in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. ¡

Tlreorem 2 : The only algebraically special spacetimes generated by the Newman-Janis

algorithm are Petrou type D.

Proof: It was shown in section 2.3 that since the metric 2.3.4 can be transformed to

Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the functions exp Q(r,0) and exp À(r,0) can be expressed in

the form

vp"
e^þ'x)

eo(''x\

p'

(2.4.5)

X

j(r) + a2 X2

p'(j(r) + a'x')
k(r) + a2x2

: ,'+ozx' ,

: cosd

(2.4.6)

(2.4.7)

(2.4.8)
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The resulting null tetrad vectors are

6ïlt'L

27

(2.4.e)

(2.4.10)

(2.4.r1)

np
k(r) + o2x2 ,, I j(r) I a2x2 ç,

p, ot-l 
¿ 

uo

mþ LA 1-x'(6t-6i)+61+

Using the package Debeuer in Maple I/ it is possible to compute the Newman-Penrose

coefficients [61] from the null tetrad vectors 2.4.9, 2.4.10 and 2.4.lL It is found that \Is is

identically zero. A spacetime is said to be algebraically special [62] if ilo : Ür :0. {¡r is

a rather long expression which can however be expressed as

*r: , (2-4.12)

wh-ere 1(* are functions of k(r) only. That is, the vanishing of Ür is independent of 7(r).

As r and x are independent variables, Üt : 0 if and only if I{^:0 for rn : 0,1,2,3,4'

In particular

I{4-k"(r)-2 ,

which equals zero if. and only if k(r) : 12 I c1r J cs Substituting this expression for

k(r) into I(e it is found that I{s : aa(4co - cf ) which equals zero for " + 0 if and only if

cl - 4cs: 0 so that

k(r) : ,' + ,r(r * c1l\ (2.4.13)

Furthermore with k(r) given by equation 2.4.13 it is easy to show by direct substitution

that I{^: 0 for all allowed values of- m.

Hence all spacetimes generated by the Newman-Janis Algorithm which are algebraically

special uniquely satisfy equation 2.4.13. The proof that they are also Petrov type D

involves substituting the expression for k(r) into the expressions for the Newman-Penrose

spin coefficients V¿, where i : | .. .4, and showing that they satisfy the relation

üzva - 2Ú313 :0

This can be checked checked with the Debeuer package in Maple V. ¡
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Theorem 3 : The only Petrou type D spacetime generated by the Newrnan-Janis algo-

rithm with a uanishing Ricci scalar is the I(err-Newman spacetime

Proof: Solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell field equations have a vanishing Ricci scalar.

Once again using Tensor within Maple I/ it is possible to calculate the Ricci scalar from

the metric 2.3.12 with the definition 2.4.13. By grouping the Ricci scalar .R into powers

ofx
r) DI=o J^x2^n:6 1

J^ are functions of y(r) only. As r and X are independent variables -R : 0 if and only if

J^ : 0 for all allowed values of. m. In particular

Ja:j"(r)-2 
'

which equals zerc il and only if j(r) : 12 * dtr I do. Substituting this expression for 7(r)

along with 2.4.2 into -R it is found that

R: ct
Dl,=o I*X2^

pu (r'+ cr (r * cyll)2 '

where 1- depends on the constants cr,dt,d¡ and the variable r. It is not difficult, though

tiresome, to show that if you do not assume that cr : 0 then c1 - -2ú and d1 : do : 0.

Hence -R: 0 if and only if cr :0. In which case the functions j(r) and k(r) are

j(') : r2IdtrIdo )

k(') : 12 )

Setting the constants of integration d1 and d6 to be twice the mass and the square of the

charge of the black hole respectively one obtains the Kerr-Newman metric. u

2.5 Concluslon

Previously all work on the Newman-Janis algorithm has involved some guess work. It was

noticed that the Kerr-Newman metric could be obtained if a complex extension to the

metric coefficients of the Reissner-Nordstr'öm seed metric was made

dsz : ('- - (:.;) *91) *' dr2 - rrd20 - rr sin2 0d2þ
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before applying the NJA, where the bar denotes the complex conjugate of a particular

variable. The only reason given for doing this was that it was successful. Our analysis

does not rely on any such guess work and gives an unambiguous explanation of the success

of the NJA in generating the Kerr-Newman metric.

In this chapter the following has been proven: 1) The only perfect fluid spacetime

generated by applying the Newman-Janis algorithm to a static spherically symmetric seed

metric which may be written in Boyer-Lindquist form is the Kerr metric. 2) The only

algebraically special spacetimes generated by applying the Newman-Janis algorithm to

static spherically symmetric seed metrics which may be written in Boyer-Lindquist form

are Petrov-type D. 3) The only algebraically special spacetime generated by applying the

Newman-Janis algorithm to a static spherically symmetric seed metric which may be writ-

ten in Boyer-Lindquist form and which has vanishing Ricci scalar (e.g. is a solution of the

Einstein-Maxwell equations) is the Kerr-Newman metric.



Chapter 3

Generalization of the Newman-Janis
algorithm.

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter proved that no perfect fluids (other than the trivial case P : p : 0)

could be generated by the Newman-Janis Algorithm (NJA). The Newman-Janis algorithm

was put forward as a very specific 5 step process. It was also mentioned that the most am-

biguous step in this process was step 3, the tilde transformation. The tilde transforrnation

converted the null tetrad vector coefficients of nP;

,u - "-\(r)-o(')ó6 - 
!"-r^1'¡ 6l --+ ñp: 

"-À(;,;¡- 
ø(¡,F)6t - L"-r^tr,r¡U,-u 2 r ' 2

On the other hand the tilde transformation did nothingto mP, despite the fact that there

is a 1f r term. This result seems contradictory as the lf r term in the Schwarzschild metric

becomes (112r +ll2r) under the tilde transformation. One can not help but suspect that

the reason mp was left unchanged is because it obtained the known result of the Kerr

metric. This chapter investigates scenarios for which no assumption is made for the tilde

transformation of If r in mp. Since the Kerr metric describes the spacetime of a rotating

blackhole, it is naturally of interest to determine whether or not it describes the exteriol

of an extended axisymmetric rotating massive body. While Birkhoff's theorem [63] tells

us that the spacetime exterior to a spherically symmetric body is uniquely defined by

the Schwarzschild metric there is no reason to expect that the spacetime exterior to an

arbitrary stationary axisymmetLic (SAS) perfect fluid body should be the Kerr spacetime.

30
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In fact it remains an open question as to whether the Kerr solution can represent the

exterior of any perfect fluid source at all.

The first genuine example of a Kerr interior solution appears to have been provided

by Neugebauer and Meinel [36], but it is rather difficult to access analytically, and as it

represents a disc of matter, the concept of perfect fluid can only apply in a degenerate sense.

It would therefore be particularly attractive to generate interior Kerr solutions by some

simple procedure. An obvious candidate appears to be a generalization of the NJA, since

that procedure is precisely capable of generating the Kerr metric from the Schwarzschild

metric.

There are two main themes that run through this chapter. The first is the generalization

of the Newman-Janis algorithm (GNJA) and its application to static spherically symmetric

(SSS) seed metrics. The second is the joining of a SAS metric generated by the GNJA to

the Kerr metric on a static axisymmetric boundary surface. These two themes are linked

together with the aim of finding a physically reasonable source for the Kerr metric.

The rest of the outline of the chapter is as follows. In the second section 3'2 the Sener-

alised Newman-Janis algorithm (GNJA) NJA for obtaining SAS metrics from static spher-

ically symmetric (SSS) ones is outlined. The resulting metric is written in terms of three

arbitrary functions (expO,p,exp)). These functions give the physical properties of the

internal structure. Furthermore a coordinate transformation is performed so that the new

metric is written in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. This makes the physical interpretation

much clearer and decreases the amount of algebra required in calculating var-ious metric

properties. Section 3.3 develops a set of boundary conditions for the joining of any two

SAS metrics on an arbitrary static axisymmetric boundary surface. The term boundary

surface is used according to Israel's original definition where that the surface separating the

two geometries has a vanishing surface stress-energy tensor. Particular emphasis is placed

on those SAS metrics that can be generated from SSS metrics via the GNJA. Following

on directly from this, section 3.4 examines explicitly the case when the exterior metric

corresponds to the Kerr metric. In this section the boundary conditions for matching an

interior metric generated by the GNJA to the Kerr metric are presented. Requiring that

the interior metric be "physically reasonable" places even further constraints on it. The
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meaning of the term "physically reasonable source of the Kerr metric" is discussed. Having

established a rigorous formalism in the previous sections, section 3.5 looks for solutions to

which the GNJA may be successfully applied. One such solution is examined, the "trial

solution". The trial solution is found to match smoothly to the Kerr metric on surfaces of

constant r. An examination of the static limit of this solution shows it to have physically

reasonable properties. The last section 3.6 is the conclusion and sums up all the results

obtained in this chapter.

9.2 Generalizing the Newman-Janis algorithm

Recall that in the previous chapter the tilde operation transformed the null tetrad vectors

of a static spherically symmetric seed metric,

32

ltt

nl'L

rnP

to

ltl

ñt'

TN'

6i,
e-À(r,;)-o(r,i) 6K

I
," 6i2^ ìF)

(3.2.1)

(3.2.2)

#(',*#'r)
No justification was given as to why the tilde transformation simply changes the I lñ to I lñ

in mp. Results of the previous chapter demonstrated that the only perfect fluid generated

by the GNJA are vacuum spacetimes. The question examined here is whether non-vacuum

perfect fl.uids may be generated by generalizing the NJA. The Newman-Janis algorithm

is generalized by leaving the tilde transformation on the \f r coefñcient in front of. mP

unspecifled, so Lhat

ñ¿'|t-àr^rn(rt*#rt) , (323)

where pff,f) is an unknown real valued function of the complex variables ñ and ñ. The

metric generatecl by applying the coordinate transformations 2.2.12 to the null tetrad
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vectors 3.2.7,3.2.2 and 3.2.3 is determined using 2-2'3 to be

a2 sin2 0

"-À-o +
a2 sir? 0

0
p2 p2

a2 sin2 0

a

33

(3.2.4)

p2

a2
-2^ 0-e

v p2 p26pò
1

0
p2

1

p2 sin2 0

In the above expression and from now on p, Õ and ) are understood to be functions of r

and 0. In the covariant form this is

dóþv

e2Q eÀ+O

.0
asin2 0e@ (r^ - r*)

-aea*\ sinz 0

0

0

0

-p2
(3.2.5)

- sin2 o(p' + a2 sin2 oea (2e^ - "o))

As the metric is symmetric the "." is used to indicate !¡r,: g,¡". The form of this

metric gives the result of applying the generalized Newman-Janis algorithm (GNJA) to

the static spherically symmetric seed metric.

The metric given in equation (3.2.5), though relatively simple, is still hard to calculate

with. To eradicate this problem one can make a gauge tlansformation so that the only

off-diagonal component is 9¿6. This makes it easier to compare with the more usual Boyer-

Lindquist form of the Kerr metric [6a] and to interpret the physical properties such as frame

dragging. The Boyer-Lindquist form is also an aid to the calculation and evaluation of the

Einstein tensor as there are five independent components of g¡,, instead of the six in 3.2.5.

To express the metric 3.2.5 in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the following transformations

are made,

u:t+lUçr¡ar; Ó:Ó'*lc|)dr; r:r'; 0:0' (3.2'6)

These particular transformations are made because as the functions exp (Þ, exp ) and p are

functions of r and á only they are unaffected by 3.2.6. The functions b(r) and c(r) ensuring
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that the new metri c g'r, has only one off diagonal term, 9,6, and

ðrP 0r"
at æ 

g":Çuu
ïrP 0r' ðr'
6¡ 6¡ su' : ¿¡
0,

9u, -- b(r)g,, * gu, * c(r)g.6 : g

9tó )

}rP ðr'
ðr ôr ""

b(r)'g,. t 2b(r)g,, -f 2b(r)c(r)g.o + 2c(r)9,6 * 9,, * "(r)goo
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sit

si,

g're

9tó

g',,

g', e

g',a

0,
0rþ 0r'
¡ a ' 9uu tor oQ

b(r)g"a * 9,ó I c(r)766 : 0

(3.2,7)

(3.2.8)

(3 2.e)

(3 2.10)

(3 2.11)

ghe : gbe ,

g'óó : 9'óó

The expression for ó(r) and c(r) are found by solving 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 simultaneously,

"^(p' + a2 sin2 0"^+Ó)
b(r)

.(') :

Substituting these expressions for ó(r)

"ó(p, 
* oz 

"inz 
g"zx¡ '

ae2À

p2 + a2 sin2 0e2^

and c(r) into g"" it is found that

ûópu
- p' I (p'"-'^ ¡ a2 sin2 o)

asín2 oeo (e^ - eø)

0

t,

as\n2 o (p' + "' (2"'^ - "')) - p'

p'(d(r) | a2 cos2 0)

0

0

p2

In the same manner as the previous chapter, equation 3.2.10 may be rearranged so that

2^ -,(') P' P'e2À: affi: dØ;,,"osro (3'2'12)

Where d(r): -alc(r) - a2. Rearrangement of 3.2.10 with the use of 3.2.12leads to

tDe:
e(r) f a2 cos2 0

(3.2.13)
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where "(r) 
: -b(r)(d(r) + a2) - a2. The metric 3.2.11 with the definitions of exp À and

expÕ given by equations 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.13 respectively represent the complete family of

metrics that may be obtained by generalizing the NJA (GNJA) and applying it to a

static spherical symmetric seed metric. The validity of these transformations requires that

p2+a,2 sin2 0e2^ f 0, which is always the case since e2r ) 0 and the signature of the metric is

such that ge. : -p2 < 0. Note that the choice or e2a - e-2À : I+(Q'-2mr)lQ2-la2 cos2 0)

and. p2 : r2 I a2 cos2 á corresponds to the Kerr-Newman solution, where Q and m are the

charge and mass of the body respectively'

3.3 Matchittg interior solutions to an exterior Kerr

The boundary surface separating a stationary rotating star from the vactrum is a static

axisymmetric hypersurface. Having obtained a class of metrics generated by the GNJA

the next question is whether or not they can be considered as sources of the Kerr metric.

In order to be sources of the Kerr metric they should join smoothly to the Kerr metric on

some hypersurface X. Appendix A reviews the juncture conditions for the matching two 4

dimensional spacetime manifolds on a common 3 dimensional hypersurface X. This section

looks at the more specific example of matching interior solutions generated by the GNJA

smoothly to the Kerr metric on static axisymmetric spacetime hypersurface D.

The metrics generated by the GNJA are in terms of Boyer-Lindquist coordinates

aa : {t,r,0,$}. This coordinate system is common to both the interior M- and the

exterior Ke¡ M+. On static axisymmetric hypersurfaces the coordinates r and 0 ale

related by some function

F(r,0) : g

It is always possible to express this surface condition for X as

F:r-Ä(d) :g ,

(3.3 1)

(3.3.2)

where ,R(á) is some unknown function of d. Components of the normal vector to this

surface are
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The I is used to indicate that any surface has two normal vectors, one pointing in, and the

other out. The direction of ¡/" is not important in our calculations, so for convenience the

positive value is chosen. On E the coordinates r and d are related by a single coordinate

o, í.e., r : r(o) and d : 0("). A Gaussian coordinate system y* : {n,('} can be chosen

so that on the hypersurface separating the two spacetimes n:0 and €n -- {t,ø,O}. In

Gaussian coordinates the metric tensor may be expressed as !¡tv: agrr(n,('). The first

fundamental form is 3g¿j(n : 0,('). In Appendix A it is shown that the first juncture

condition for the smooth matching of two spacetimes M+ and M- on a hypersurface X is

-0

The square bracket [X] is used to denote that

IX]: X{, - X;

where the notatio" XJ indicates that the quantity X is calculated in M+ and evaluated

on E. Hence
r- ', ôro+ 0rþ+ , 7xo- 0rþ-
l"gn¡): A{- At*ei,B- g¿; 6¿¡e>.0

If the two spacetimes have a common set of coordinates ro* : ad- -- {t,r,O,Ó},€'* :

€n' : {t,o,ó} and the metrics are stationary and axisymmetric then,

d.s2t : gtt d,t2 l2 gtø dtdó + g,, d,r2 I gee d0' * gao dÓ' , (3'3'4)

where the metric coefficients depend on r and d only. The first junction condition for

metrics of the form 3.3.4, with a common coordinate system, separated by a static axisym-

metric hypersurface D is

nnr)

I'nu

tö

óó

gwf

gwf

gr,)

grrf

grr]

grrf

-0

}rP 0r'
0t 0t

)rP ðr'
0t aó

7rP 0r'
aó aó

ôrP ðr"

4

: droiln

:6i6iln

0r

4 -0 (3.3.5)

(3 3.6)

(3 3.7)

nnr,) :6r6i 9t

9t
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g

g3

ó

4

4

4góó -0
2

a0
09oo 0o ðo 0o

,
4
9,, +

0o
4

9e -0 (3.3 8)
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The last equation may be simplified using r - R(0): 0 and r : r(o),0 : 0(o),

0r
0o
ðr
0o
ôr
ðo

a0
9oo 0o

({a' nçe¡¡' 
ln n,,l * ln s"]) : o
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aÀ(o) _ 
^ðo

aÃ(o) ao
0

ðo
a0

-ðo
o)

a0

: )eR(

so that

(3.3 e)

(3 3 10)

(3.3.11)

'^ - "')]
l"^] 0 using ea+ - ea- - eÕ from 3.3.11 (3.3.12)

a

a

Metrics generated by the GNJA have coefficients given by (3.2.11). The continuity of

the fi.rst fundamental for two SAS metrics generated by the GNJA can be found using

equations (3.3.5) to (3.3.10),

[g")

lgrol

: [""] :o
: l_ o"in2 ïeo

: _ asin2 ïeo

(

If a l0 then 3.3.12 becomes [expÀ] : 0. If a : 0 then 9¡6 : 0 identically and expÀ need

not be continuous. Similarly

[goo] : [- ri.r2 0(p' + a2 sin2 0eø (2e^ - "t))] j

: - sin2 e ltl +2a2 sina a"o [rÀ] 
: o (3.3.13)

If the metric is stationary @ l0) then fexp À] : 0 and hence equation 3.3.13 vanishes if

and only il lp\: 0. These boundary conditions can be summarized as follows:

Two metrics generated by applying the GNJA to two different static spherically symmetric

seed metrics have a continuous first fundamental form when a l0 if

[rt] : ["^] : [p] : o (3.3.14)

As the metric coefficients g,, and gl,e can be expressed in terms of exp À and p the smooth-

ness of these two functions are guaranteed by equation 3.3.14. In the static limit (a : 0)

the above conditions reduce to

["t] :[p] :o
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If it can be assumed that n in the static limit 0sR(0) : 0, then goo vanishes identically. The

importance of this result comes from examining solutions like the Schwarzschild interior'

solution. The Schwarzschild interior solution describes the interior of a static spherically

symmetric uniform density star. It is matched smoothly to the Schwarzschild exterior

despite the fact that exp À is not continuous on the boundary. The above results demon-

strate that the Schwarzschild interior can not be generalized to the rotating case as from

trq. 3.3.14 expì must be matched to the exterior.

Appendix A demonstrated that if the stress energy tensor contains no jump discontinu-

ities on the hypersurface X then the second fundamental form (extrinsic curvature) must

be continuous. The matching of the first fundamental form for SAS metrics generated

by the GNJA were summarized in equation 3.3.14. Let us examine what constraints are

placed by the smooth matching of the second fundamental form.

Appendix A shows that the extrinsic curvature is given the equation

/ Ar*^, . na 0x" ôrp\¡{;i -^L [ra4t +rIB a( aF )

where 1r/., are components of the normalised normal vector, rp are the coordinates in M+

and M-, and (t coordinates on the hypersurface Ð. For SAS spacetimes on hypersurfaces

described by 3.3.2 the extrinsic curvature is

r{;j -+ (## *r:o#ffi .ry G# +('p

The non-zero Christoffel symbols are

ôr" 0rß\__ I

a( a¿i )

no1,tt:lnrI1,, : 
,

nr1Lro : 
,

nr1roo : ,

g" grr,, 00g Çee,e

9" (9,,,e I !e,,, - 9ro,r):r9"9r,,0

g" (g,e,e I ge,,e - ryee,,) : -r9"goo,,

Evaluating the non-zero components of the [/Ç¡] one finds

-* (ln" nu,,l - aoRQ)ls" su,,f) : o

- 2N]- 
(ls" s,6,) - lstt aun(qg,a,ef) : o

t", -- f, t" n,, ,

1
10,,

00
9 9rr,o

2

[K"] :

lI{,À :
(3.3 15)

(3 3.16)



ll{aøl: -#(ls"toø,,)-lt"arn{)gøø,,)) : o , (3.3.17)

v{""t : # ( l# -'u (r, n,,,, (#) t 2s" s,,,## - (#) n" n,,,.)f

- 0o*(0)l#-î(-n'n,,,(#) +2s00so,.##- (#)' n"n,,,,)]) : 0 (3 3 18)
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The first junction condition established that [9"] : lgtt), this can be used along with 3.3.14

and the definitions

^ 
: -go' lQ N),

A : g"lgtt,, )a ^ -aD: L,,-+AIRA.

lK"l

lI{,øl

lI{oo)

lK,,)
(3.3.22)

The above junction conditions simplify further if the SAS metrics are generated by the

GNJA. When the metric components are those of equation 3.2.11 then

to simplify equations 3.3.15 to 3.3.18,

2 (Ls,, 0 - A0R(0)eee ,) 0sR(0) - (Lgtt , + 0eR(0)gee e)l

It lD grrl: g

Ir ID sr6] : g

It lD s6Ã: g

A

(3.3.1e)

(3.3.20)

(3.3.21)

(3.3.23 )

(3.3.24)

(3.3.25)

lK"l

lI{rd :
lI{ool :

(#)' ¡{on..,. + aor(o)) @oR(o))'

^lreÕl 
:o,

À ø sin2 e"' ln"^f : O using 3.3.23

- sin2 o lD tl t 2a2 sin4 deo [r"^]

The term [1{""] is somewhat more complicated and as it will not be used for later cal-

culations it will not be expressed here. Equations 3.3.22-3.3.25 and 3.3.14 represent the

complete set of boundary conditions for the joining of any two metrics generated by the

GNJA on a static axially symmetric hypersurface. The next section examines these conti-

nuity conditions when the exterior metric is the Kerr metric.
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3.4 Possible sources for the l{err metric
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(3.4.1)

(3.4.2)

(3.4.3)

(3.4,4)

The ultimate goal of this chapter is to find new static axisymmetric solutions to Einstein's

fieid equations which may be considered as sources for the Kerr metric. With this in mind

equations 3.3.22-3.3.25 and 3.3.14 are evaluated for the exterior Kerr metric. The subscript

¡ is used for terms evaluated on a hypersurface D, the superscript - indicates functions

defined in the interior. The continuity conditions for interior metrics generated by the

GNJA separated by the hypersurface r - R(0) :0 from the Kerr metric are

(D"'),: (D(, - ¿liïn)),

(3.4.5)

(Dp'), : D(r' ¡ a2 cos2 0)x , (3.4.6)

and equation 3.3.22 which will not be written out explicitly. These results have been

obtained from a purely geometric point of view. So far the only physical constraint in-

voked is the continuity of the stress energy tensor on the hypersurface separating the two

spacetimes. It is of particular interest to find "physically reasonable" sources of the Kerr

metric. Before proceeding further it is necessary to define exactly what is meant by the

term "physically reasonable". A SAS metric which matches smoothly to the Kerr metric is

termed physically reasonable if the Einstein tensor genelated by the metric can be equated

to the stress energy tensor of a perfect fluid satisfing the following:

o The strong and weak energy conditions are obeyed, i.e. the density p is always

positive and the density is always greater than the pressure P, p20 p> P.
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o P and p are monotonically decreasing out from the center'

o P and p are related by an equation of state.

4t

Another expected property of an interior solution to Kerr is that it corresponds to

interior solutions of the Schwarzschild metric in the static limit. The static limit of Kerr

is given by a --+ 0. It is an inherent consequence of the transformations 2.2.6 and 2.2.72

that the seed metric is recovered in the limit a --+ 0. This means that a necessary (but

not sufficient) condition that the GNJA generate a physically reasonable source for the

Kerr metric is that the seed metric is physically reasonable. The technique frequently used

for obtaining interior seed solutions is to combine Einstein's field equations along with the

conservation laws for a given stellar model, such as a perfect fluid with a given equation of

state. In the case of SSS perfect fluids this lends to the Oppenheimer-Volkovequation [65].

Even with these simplifications analytic solutions to the Oppenheimer-Volkov equation are

difficult to obtain, see [59] for some examples. It is noted in [59] that the few known

analytic solutions generally fail on physical grounds. This is a fairly major hurdle in the

application of GNJA to interior solutions since exact analytic expressions are required in

order for it to be implemented successfully.

3.5 A trial solution

One of the difficulties faced in looking for sources of the Kerr metric is the matching of

boundary conditions on appropriate surfaces. The approach taken here is not the usual

one of guessing the solution and then seeing if the boundary conditions match. In fact

the reverse approach will be taken. Only interior structures that join smoothly to the

Kelr metric will be considered. The physical nature of these structures are studied via the

generation of the Einstein tensor. If these structures are "physically reasonable" they may

be considered possible sources of the Kerr metric.

Although the boundary conditions 3.4.1-3.4.6 and 3.3.22 come in a relatively simple

form, they are still rather difficult to work with. The situation is rectifiable if one considers

surfaces described by 06R(0): 0. The justification for choosing such simplified boundary

surfaces goes beyond merely making the boundary condition equations more solvable. To
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understand this the first thing one must realise is that the Kerr metric written in Boyer-

Lindquist coordinates leads to a confusing interpretation of the variable r.

At the beginning of this thesis the importance of relativity as being a coordinate in-

dependent description of gravity was emphasized. Despite this the problem of obtaining

interior solutions to the Kerr metric lead us into a coordinate based approach. The reason

is that an exact solution is being sought after, which means that the metric will be found

a particular coordinate system. The tensor relationship allow us to transform form one

coordinate system to another.

The interpretation of a particular set of coordinates is a dangerous game to play but

it is necessary in order to motivate the argument that the surface separating the interior

solution from the Kerr metric is ,R(d) : constanú. Consider for example the Kerr metric

as first written by Kerr in KS coordinates,

ds2 : di')-dr2-dy2-dz2
2*p3 | p(rd,r +adÐ_:þ!l:J!Ð + 1d" + dd, (8.5.1)

a^¡ã7 lW a I

where p is determined implicitly, up to a sign, by

gn - (*' + y' + ,' - o')n' - a2z2 :0 (3.5.2)

Let us assume that the Kerr Schild coordinates z, y ) z ate Cartesian coordinates. The only

justification for doing this is that in the flat space limit m --r 0 the Kerr metric 3.5.1

is the Minkowski metric in Cartesian coordinates. The coordinates r,U,z are related to

Boyer-Lindquist coordinates r,0, ó in the following way

t:rsinácos ó+osindsinÓ; y: rsindsin/- asin?cos/; z:rcosî (3.5.3)

Assuming that z, y)z are cartesian coordinates and taking the magnitude of the radial

vector in spherical coordinates (radius) to have its usual definition,

radius2:12ta2+22 , (3.5.4)

then by substitution of (3.5.3) into (3.5.4),

radiusz : r2 I a2 sinz 0 (3.5.5)
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Sinceasurfaceisdescribedbyr -_ R(0) itisapparentwhy ARQ)lA0:0,i.e' R(0):R:
constant, is a sensible choice of boundary surface' The surface defined by

radius2-a2sin20:R2 (3.5.6 )

is an oblate spheroid. An oblate spheroid is a surface of revolution swept out by an ellipse

rotating about its minor axis. An oblate spheroid defined by Eq.(3.5.6) transforms to a

sphere in the limit ¿ --+ 0. These are the types of surfaces one would expect for a rotating

star. If, as has been argued, the boundary surface separating the interior and exterior

solutions is an oblate spheroid then equations (3.4.1) to (3.4.6) and 3.3.22 simplify to

20-
ey

2MR1_-ra
ai

ai
"!- p'zr-2MR )

2M(R2 - az cos2 0)

(3.5.8)

(""- n),
PT,

2M(a2cos20-R')

(3.5. e)

("t^- ,,), ki - 2M R(o)),
(3.5.10)

The above equations give the boundary conditions for the joining of a SAS metric generated

by the GNJA to the Kerr metric on a static oblate spheroidal boundary surface, r : R:
constant. With these constraint equations it is possible to look for new sources of the Kerr

metric. In the static limit (ø -+ 0) the function exp À provides information on the density

profileoftheinterior'Assumingthat¿:0andthar0sR(0):0impliesthatthefirst
junction condition becomes

["t] :[P] :o ' (3'5'11)

and the second

1"t,,] : [0,']:o (3'5'12)

As was discussed previously the continuity of exp ) and its first derivative across the

boundary X is required only if the spacetime is not static. However, if the a solution

generated by the GNJA is to join smoothly to the Kerr metric then the continuity of the

exp À and its first derivative is required. For this reason, and the fact that it gives us the

density profile in the static limit, let us examine solutions for which [exp À] : 0 first. The

43

(3.5.7)
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technìque used for finding the solutions to 3.5.8 and 3.5.9 is to integrate 3.5.9 with respect

to r and add a arbitrary function of I so that 3.5.8 is satisfied. This procedure gives

AT - 2M(R2r I ø2 cos 0(ZR - r))
(3.5.1 3)

(p', - 2M R(0))2

Using this guess it should be possible to obtain a density and pressure profile as well as

finding an exact solution for eza by the use of Einstein's equations. It is shown by the

extremely low number of exact solutions of Einstein's equations that such a method, even

for SSS metrics, is extremely difficult to work with. The use of algebraic programs such as

Cartan arrð, grtensor [66] [67] cut down most of the algebra; however they do not reduce

the problem to a solvable state.

Although it is a complex task to examine the nature of stationary axisymmetric metrics,

the examination of the non-rotating case is much simpler. It is always useful to examine

the slow ot zero rotation limit of such solutions since one would expect that these limits

must also represent physical objects. The ø -+ 0 limit of such metrics determines the

properties of the seed metric.

The trial solution for exp2À given by (3.5.13) obeys the boundary conditions on an

oblate spheroid surface. One method for obtaining the interior structure might be to

examine various functions of exp2Õ satisfying the boundary conditions (3.5.7) and (3.5.9).

Once this has been done expÕ and expÀ could be fed into the general metric (3.2.11)'

from this p and the stress-energy tensor could be derived by equating it to the Einstein

tensor. The author is opposed to such a method as it relies on a great deal of Suess work.

As such it does not guarantee anything about the physical nature of the spacetime metrics.

A more sensible approach is to examine the properties of the seed metric first' If the

seed metric corresponds to a physically sensible object then the hope is that the new metric

generated by the GNJA will also represent a physical object. To begin this process the

limit a --+ 0 is taken of the metric (3.2.11) so that the static spherically symmetric seed

metric,

d,s2 : e'o dt' - ""^dr' - r2d02 - 12 sinz 0d62 , (3.5.14)

2^-e:

and (3.5.13) becomes

(3.5 15)
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where

r : zMlR ,

T+ : ,lR

The theory of radially symmetric distributions of matter is a well explored field. One of

the classic papers on this subject is by Wyman [68]. For a static spherically symmetric

perfect fluid described by (3.5.14) the pressure P and density p satisfy the relationship

P* : e-2^(2Q'f r. + Llrl) - rlr? , (3.5.i6)

P* : e-2^(2o" f r* - À'o'+ (o' - À')lr. + o") , (3.5.17)

Q* : e-2^(2\'f ,- - llr?) + llr? (3.5.18)

The notation used is that À and (Þ are understood to be only functions of r*, P* - PR',

p*: pR2 and the prime denotes derivatives with respect to r*. From (3.5.18) and (3.5.15)

the density profile is
1 (1 -*)'

a* - ,? rl(r*r - l)'
(3.5.1e)

This density profile corresponds to that of a physically sensible stellar object as it is always

positive and monotonically decreasing for all values of r in the range. The fact that p*

diverges at r* : 0 should not concern the reader too much. It would be worrying if the

total mass of the star diverged. However a quick check shows that an infinitesimal sphere

encapsulating the central singularity has finite mass;

12. : 4trl2r - "1'o: 4tr(2x - ,'),Mr: 4tr 
lo
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Since this is a second order difierential equation the solution involves two constants of

integration. These two constants are determined by making sure that at the surface the

pressure is zero and the exterior metric is Schwarzschild. In general solutions to the

Riccati equation 3.5.20 are defined by functions more complicated than the elementary

transcendental functions. Thus far it has not been possible to obtain analytic solutions

to 3.5.20. As a result numerical integration is used to examine the solutions quantitatively.

The integration routine chosen is the ubiquitous fourth-order adaptive step-size Runge-

Kutta routine, Using this routine enables us to see how (Þ' varies as a function of r*. This

along with the known relation exp À makes it possible to determine the pressure profile of

the stellar object. The pressure and density profiles are shown in figures (3.1) to (3.3) for

r : 0.3 as typical for neutron stars.

3.6 Conclusion

The previous chapter showed that the NJA was successful only in generating vacuum to

vacuum solutions of Einstein's field equations. This chapter commenced by generalizing

the NJA (GNJA) to include non-vacuum perfect fluid sources which could be considered

as interiors to the Kerr metric. A coordinate transformation was made after applying

the GNJA so that the metric could be written in Boyer-Lindquist type form. The metric

formed by this algorithm belongs to a special class of metrics which are boih stationary

and axisymmetric (SAS). The Kerr metric belongs to this class.

The third section 3.3 established the constraints placed by matching smoothly two

metrics generated by the GNJA on a static axisymmetric surface. The juncture conditions

used were those first developed Dormois and Israel. It was found that for metrics generated

by the GNJA the boundaries conditions reduced to a relatively simple set of constraint

equations.

In looking for interior solutions to rotating massive bodies one might expect that its ex-

terior is described by the Kerr metric. Section 3.4 was devoted to examining the properties

of an interior metric that matches smoothly to the Kerr metric. This section also elabo-

rated on what is meant by the term "physically reasonably" in describing the properties
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of stellar objects.

The last section before the conclusion determined what sort of interior metrics could be

matched smoothly to the Kerr metric on oblate spheroidal surfaces' One such solution was

found and termed the trial solution, the metric coeficient exp À was determined explicitly'

It was argued that although it would be just as simple to find functions of exp tÞ that

matched the boundary conditions on such surfaces, one has no a priori reason to believe

that these would correspond to a physically reasonable stellar model. To work around this

problem it was decided that one should begin with a physically reasonable seed metric. The

seed solution was examined by taking the zero rotation limit (ø : 0) of exp À. The density

profile resulting from procedure was found to be "physical reasonable". The density p as a

function of the radius r was always positive, decreased monotonically out from the center

and although it was infinite at the center the total mass was still finite.

The pressure profile on the other hand was slightly more difficult to determine. Seed

metrics which describe isotropic perfect fluids were considered. Although the assumption

of isotropy and perfect fluidity simplify calculations greatly, exact solutions of exp O still

require solving the Riccati equation. The Riccati equation is a non-linear flrst order equa-

tion which has no general solution. The task of finding such solutions is non-trivial as

solutions generally can not be expressed as simple transcendental functions. However such

equations can be integrated numerically without too much effort.

Once this was done it was possible to determine the pressure profiles for various mass to

surface radius ratios (r : 2M I R). A" examination of one such profile for a typical value r
for compact objects, namely ¿ : 0.3, showed extremely encouraging results. The pressure

P. p¡ofile as a function of the normalised radius r* satisfied all the specified criteria for

being physically reasonable. The pressure was monotonically decreasing, the strong energy

condition was obeyed and although the pressure diverged at r : 0 the amount of energy

within a given volume was still finite.

The results of this chapter suggest that it is possible to find new sources of the Kerr

metric by applying the generalized Newman-Janis algorithm (GNJA) to a static spherically

symmetric smooth metric. These solutions have continuous boundary conditions on oblate

spheroidal surfaces. At present the physically properties of these metrics has not been fully
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Chapter 4

Rigidly rotating perfect fluids

4.t Introduction

The previous chapters have concentrated on a particular procedure for obtaining stationary

axisymmetric solutions to Einstein's field equations. Though the generalized Newman-

Janis algorithm is a promising procedure for obtaining "physically reasonable" perfect

fluid solutions to Einstein's field equations the results are not conclusive. In this chapter

the general properties of stationaly axisymmetric spacetimes representing ligidly rotating

perfect fluids will be examined in detail, without reference to any "trick" in order to

generate them. The disadvantage of this approach is that the resulting metric consists

of three unknown functions of two variables (gtO,,gøø and g,, : g"") and one unknown

single variable function F(*). By comparison the Newman-Janis algorithm generated a

stationary axisymmetric metric with two single variable functions, 7(r) and k(r). Even

the generalized Newman-Janis algorithm simplified matters significantly by producing a

stationary axisymmetric metric dependent on a single double variable function p(r,0) and

two single variable functions d(r) and e(r). The disadvantage of the GNJA is that does

not necessarily generate a perfect fluid solution to Einstein's field equations even if "seed"

solution is a perfect fluid.

In some sense the solving Einstein's field equations is a like a one-way membrane.

To Determine the physical properties of a spacetime first the Einstein tensor must be

derived from the rnetlic tensor. Physical properties are deduced by equating the Einstein
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4.2. Some theorems

tensor with the stress-energy tensor. The stress-energy tensor described by any metric

is not necessarily physically realizable object. Ideally one hopes to perform the process

in reverse, determine the metric from the the stress-energy tensor. Unfortunately except

in the highly symmetric cases such as Schwarzschild and interior Schwarzschild solutions

the task is extremely difficult. For this reason the relationship between the metric tensor

and the Einstein tensor is like a one-way membrane. It is trivial to calculate the Einstein

tensor from the metric but it is highly non-trivial to calculate the metric from the Einstein

tensor. This phenomenon is not just confined to relativity, it is direct consequence of the

fact that while it is a simple to differentiate a function it is in general much more difficult

to integrate it.

In this chapter the particular class of stationary axisymmetric (SAS) metrics tensors

which describe the geometry of a rigidly rotating perfect fluid are examined. The term

rigidly rotating refers to the fact that the fluid is shear-free. Shear-free perfect fluids are

studied because they are the ideal case for the interior of astrophysical objects such as a

neutron stars.

Following the introduction a definition of stationary axisymmetric spacetimes is given.

Using this definition a number of theorems are obtained for rigidly rotating perfect fluids.

It is then shown section 4.2 that a rotation may be made which aligns the vorticity vector

up in the 2 direction, simplifying the canonical form of the SAS metric. Section 4.3 suggests

how the alignment of the vorticity vector leads naturally to a definition of centrifing force

in General Relativity.

4.2 Some theorerns

The particular class of spacetimes examined are assumed to have the following property [64]

1. The spacetimes are stationary and axisymmetric, which simply means that their

exists a set of coordinates í¿0 : t,r\rr2rrs : ó for which the metric tensor is in-

dependent of ú and ó. In other words the spacetime admits a global 2-dimensional

abelian group of isometries, ú trajectories are in the real line R, / trajectories are

circles 51.
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4t.2. Some theorems

A number of theorems can be proven when examining such a class of spacetimes;

Theorem 4 : The canonical form of non-singular metrics describing stationary arisym-

rnetric spacetimes with a two-surface orthogonal (I2) to the group of orbits is

d.s2 : 
"2, 

dt, + 
"r,þ @,ó - adt)2 + e2p(dr2 + d"') (4.2.t)

Proof Originally formulated by Lewis [?0] and Papapetrou [71] 1721, a more modern version

can be found in [73]. The essence of the proof is as follows. It was stated at the start of

this chapter that statìonary axisymmetric metrics would be concentrated on, in which case

the line element is given by

ds2 : gr,(*t rr')dx'dr' (4.2.2)

The coordinates may be labeled as zo : {trr7,r2rd} .o that each metric coefficient is a

function of 11 and 12 only. It is well known [7a] that any metric in a three dimensional

space can be written in a diagonal from. Consequently a time slice (dl : 0) of the above

line element may be written as

dl2 : g;¡(r1 ,rz¡dx¿dri , (4.2.3)

where i,j:1...3 a,ndg;¡(rr,*2):0if i+j. Furthermoretwodimensionsthespacetime

is conformally flat [7a]. That ts fi dt - dÓ:0 then

d,oz : "r, (çart), + (dr2¡r) (4.2.4)

Hence the combination of equations 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 enable one to express the stationary

axisymmetric line element as

crs2 : ¡t,(rr,*')dtdr" + e2* ({a"t)' + (dr2¡2) + goø@t,r2)d,ó2 (4.2.5)

Further simplification may be made if one recognizes the symmetry in the ú and / coordi-

nates, the form of the line element should be the same whether dt: 0 or dÓ : 0' As the

three dimensional metric (dó :0) is diagonal,

gr,r(r',*') : gr,r(*t,r') :0
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Which gives the canonical form of a stationary axisymmetric metric as

d,s2 : 9tt(r1,r2¡dt' * Zgrø(rt,r2)dtdq + e2' ({a"t)' + (dx2¡2) + gøø(rt,*)d.ó2 . Ø.2.6)

By making the following definitions,

gtt = -e2' - r'"'ú; gtó = -ueú; góó 21þ (4.2.7)

and assigning the coordinates rl and 12 to be r and z respectively, the metric is that

of 4.2.7 ¡

As the determinate of the two dimensional (t, /) slice of 4.2.6 is always negative

(4.2.8)

The importance of y comes in the vacuum case where on the two dimensional surface X2

the quantity ø satisfies the Lapìace equation

(a^r)i¡:o (4'2's)

Hence y is harmonic in X2, furthermore as y has no saddle points [73] it can be taken as

coordinate, U : r. Defining ðtz to be orthogonal to 0¡r the z carr be taken as another

coordinate so

dsz, : 
"zuçdr2 

* dz2) (+.2.L0)

In the vacuum case where r is defined by 4.2.8 then g¿1 expressed in terms of grö and 966,

gu: -i--L?o : -r'"-2ú r u2e2'þ ( 4.2.rr)
göó

Theorem 5 ; The four aeloctty of a perfect fluid in a stati,onary arisymmetric metric

written'in canonical is

u" : A(r, z)(6i + 0(r, z)6$) Lto'u,o : -1 (4.2.t2)

Proof: The Einstein tensor generated by 4.2.6 has components Gt' : Gt" - 0. As the

Einstein tensor describes a perfect fluid

ÐÐ

e

9tt9óö-g?ó:-Y2

GoP - ToB - Q I p)u"ua ¡ pgdo (4.2.t3)
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and since g": gt':0, the Tt" and 7¿'vanish if andonly if L!,'--'t-¿':0 or P i p:0.
Only perfect fluids with positive density and pressure are considered, so without loss of

generality the four velocity of the fluid is given by equation 4.2.12 ¡.

Theorem 6

ProLl,o : Qro'u,o :'l-lpro'Ll,o : goþ,1u1 :0 (4.2.t4)

Proof: Follows directly from Theorems 1 and 2

In order to describe a congruence of curves it is most useful to examine the expansion,

shear, and rotation. These quantities each have a very clear physical meaning. Imagine

an observer moving with the fluid draws a sphere around themselves encapsulating part

of the fluid and then watches how this sphere evolves with time. The expansion measures

how much the volume has expanded, the shear how much it is distorted, and the rotation

how much it is twisted, at some later stage dr. This is represented diagrammatically in

figure 4.1.

1 + loldr

1 - loldr

Expansion Twist Shear

Figure 4.1: The optical scalars

The evaluation of these quantities requires a calculation of the rate of change three

orthogonal spacelike vectors. Any vector uo can be decomposed into its timelike and

spacelike components. The time-projection tensor is

1

Ædr

Pr(r") : -uaupuþ
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the space-projection tensor is

Px('") : ho,uþ )

where

hoþ=gop*uouB

With these definitions the spacetime interval can be rewritten as

d,sz : hoBdr" dr? - uouBdr" drB

(4.2.15)

Hence an observer comoving with the fluid measure the spatial distance between two

events as

dt2 -- hoBdro dx? ,

and the time interval as :

dr2 -- -uouBdrodrB

Theorem 7 : The fluid is erpansionless.

Proof: Expansion O is a measure of how quickly the volume is expanding and is given

by the equation

td

du

du

du

o

o

,o lll^,u'
o,d

0

I
)dl

1

t 9ao 7^¡ 1tr1
doI

Theorem 3

Theorem 8

Proof: Shear is a symmetric traceless tensor measuring difference in length of each

principle axis minus expansion. It is given by the expression

u@;þ) - I Oh.B h

1

hP,

1

The fl,uid is rigidly rotating (shear-free) if and only if Q is a constant.

1 d
pot,

2
(ur,, * u,rr¡

3
øh.p
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As the fluid is expansionless (Theorem 7)

58

where a, is the acceleration,

Aside 1:

u(p;')

Now

ot"r:u(p;r)la1"ur)

a,p: Il,t iv\trv

u(p,")

u(p,,) - ll,ut ,

u(p,,) - In"" (n"rr,u) * !o(v,¡") - 91u,¡,,) u., j

u(p,r) - u" go(p,,) From Theorem 3

: (uo goo"),,) 
'

: uo go(t"rr) *u" ,(p 9r)o

: uo 
'(P 

9')o t

(4.2.16)

(4.2.17)

u(p,,) - u" 9o(p,,)

SO

Aside 2

note that

therefore

Hence

u(p r) : up, - uo ,(pgr)o

)""

(gy"uxu") L, 
: gxo ,u*uo l2uouor: Q

Qp : '.Ilttioltro

(urr'l - lf"ut
1

|9xo,ruxu"

ar, : uouop

uo ,(pgr)o I uouolrur¡ ,

ut ,(t" g,)t I uÓ ,(p g16 * u&',fuu,) * u6uÓ¡*u,¡

o t",

(4.2.t8)
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Using the fact lhe uP is a timelike vector, u,r'u,p : -1,
I-Au1uö: Ae '

The only non-vanishing components of the shear tensor are

ot, : ut ,r htt I uÓ ,," 9t6 I utut,u¡ j u6uÓ-u¡ ,

: A,, (gu * Qgto I Qup6 * "?) I A{1,, (gra -+ utua)

59

(4.2.1e)

AQ.,, (gto + utuø)

In a similar manner it can be shown that

otz

axó

Ozó

Proof:

uO,,, : '11 ,,',,'11,
P Ptv

: uru',t"

A,o(u, * flu6)

-A,,

Using 4.2.19 and z1 : A(gt, + Qgrø)

AQ," (gta + uruo)

AQ,, (goo + uauø)

AQ,, (g+o + uøuo)

The signature of the metric was chosen so that göó > 0, 4.2.6 hence o,ó : o"ó :0 if and

only if 0 is a constant. If A is a constant then ø¿" : ctz:0 !.

Theorem I : If the fluid is rigidly rotating then the acceleration (deuiation from geodesics

motion) depends only on the couariant deriuatiue of A and is giuen by

^au: _? (4.2.20)*A

using equation 4.2.17

using equation 4.2.19
A

Theorem 10 : If their erists an equation of state such that A : A(P) and the fl,uid is

rigidly rotating then

. ¡P dP'
A(r, z) : A(P): A(0)"*p ¿ a,e) + p, (4.2.2t)
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Proof: original work done by Boyer [64]. From the Bianchi idenities

Tí;, : {(P+ p)uru'*6iP};,:g 
'

: (P + a),,upu' * (P r o)uu,,t1' r (P + p)uru"l,*P,p:0 
1

(P + fiau i P,r:0 , from theorems 3 and 4

A
: -(P + a)ï r P'' : o using equation 4'2'20

With this equation we begin to understand why the problem of rotation in General Rela-

tivity is such a difficult one to solve. In static limit Cl : 0 and A: g¿ which is a function of

the single coordinate r. Furthermore !¿¿ can be related to the mass of the body by equating

G! and 73. I" axisymmetric systems this is not so easily done. With the help of the above

equation, A may be written in terms of pressure and density rather than coordinates,

A
(P+ùï : P,p 

1

60

logA :

A(P)

+c .,

dP,
A(o)exp / p(P') t P',

P
¡

The rotation tensor measures the twist of a vector field. For a congruence of curves u,

the rotation lensor is

Q r",

(ur,, - u,,r) (4.2.22)

Theorem 11 : If the fl,uid is shear-free then the rotation is proportion to the antisym-

metric deriuatiue of a IÁlling uector kr: 6l ! {16^u6,

eav: Akp*1 (4 2.23)

Proof: In the same manner as the proof of Theorem 8 we find that

Q t", ulp;r) - alpu"l

The four velocityof thefluid is up: A(ff *nkiu), where kf and. kfi arc the timelike

and spacelike Killing vectors respectively. As fluid is shear-free fl is constant, which means

:Ul
1:
2

" 
pthîhp,
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lhal up is proportional to the Kilting vector lcp : kl + Aki . The above equation becomes,

: (orr,),r* ü* 
,

: A,Í,lrr) I Akírrl I A¡plc,l

: Ak¡r;,1 )

: Ak¡r,,1 !

The vorticity pseudo-vector is the antisymmetric contraction of the rotation tensor with

the fluid 4-velocity

The Levi-Cevita pseudo-tensor is

61

o _lU :-
2

lf,uTlo' pvUptr)

1

\ oþl"u 
- €oþ t"'

rß

where eoþp' eqrals *1 for even permutations of (0, 7,2,3) -1 for odd ones, un¿ ,aguu - g

if an index is repeated.

4.3 Spin allignment

It was shown in the previous section that the vorticity tensor is given by equation 4.2.23

For the a stationary axisymmetric metric this corresponds to

0

#
#
#

TG" + Qsaù,, Iþ" + Qso,)," 0

(sta -l Qsoo),,

Øro I Qgoò,"
0

urr: A
0

0
JL
TT

0
JI
TT

#

I
2
!
n

(4.3.1)

As the rotation tensor is antisymmetric the notation "#" is used to indicate u)py : -LDvp

Components of the vorticity pseudo-vector are

1

,n
1

u)

:,n
:0

tg, p 
tt, BLo ,,

tóvLtu
óupu

aswr"-0
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u)
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|1n'P"uo-r, 
,

l¡n"" 
u r- r, * Ir" " tr glJ) ¡tv

,¡""óura"ó * q'ót"u6tu¡" )

-A:
'/- 

g

1

2

n"'Ó rr- rö I r¡"Ót' u6w¿,

1
U+-,2

(-",f,ø,, + egoa), + urTG,, 1 os¿,),)

ktotQg66),"-u6 +f¿gót(g' z

_A2
;:= (G" + Qgrò@ro + Qgøo)," - G,6 t QgaùGrt + Qgar),") (4'3.2)
¿\/ -g

v¡"Þ'PuBt-u¡",

1
utu¡tu I ,\"t'tt 7¡"Ó' P 

zL 6rD ¡r,

_A2
(-(g" * flgrò(gra * Qgoò,, r (sra -t ÌgoòG" ¡ Qs6t),,) (4.3.3)2\/=

v¡ö9'PuBu,",

7¡Ót'P u¿u ,r,

0 aS ttSr" - 0

It is always possible to make a rotation Xo : oi XP in three space about the i axis that

leaves the form of the line element unchanged but alligns the angulat momentum t¿p with

the z axis. The vanishing of c*.," requires that

(g"+Qg,o)Grø+Qgoò,"

G'o + Qgoò'"

@4tQgoùG"iQsot),":0
(g" + Qso,),"

I1 gu + Qgo, # 0 and 9to * Qgøø I 0

(r)" : I
2
I
t

ól
w

2

1:
2

gto * Qgaø

0log(s¿6 t Qgøø)

0z

log (g,ø I Qgoo)

gu * Qgto )

0log(9¿¿ + Qgta)

0z

los (g,, + flg'ò + /(")
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(4.3.4)

Tto I Qg66 F(")(g" + Qgto)

Tto * Qg6r

F(r) : exp /(r)

F(r)
gn I Qgta

The advantage of this is that if the axis of rotation is aligned in the 2 direction then g¡

can be expressed in terms of gtö,!66 and the single variable function F(r). In Newtonian

physics ,i reprer"nts the angular velocity of the fluid. In the flat spacetime limit (u* :
ólbut up,p l0) of the vorticity vector is

.i-Lniokt l(ïut A1¡\* - 2,t ukl: t \ôr- - AJ )

This is the curl of the velocity vector in Newtonian mechanics,

4.4 Relativistic centrifugal force

Centrifugal force in Newtonian physics is the component of the net force in the direction

perpendicular to its motion. It is called centrifugal as it forces trajectories change direction

without affecting the speed. In the context of rigidly rotating fluids the centrifugal folce

is that which provides angular velocity to the fluid.

Though there is no concept of a gravitational force in general relativity it is possible

to introduce one and compare the result of relativity with Newtonian physics. One of

the major themes of this work is the comparison between relativistic points of view and a

Newtonian ones. In order to make the comparison more complete it would help to introduce

the notion of centrifugal force in a relativistic context. This can be done quite naturally,

as is about to be shown.

The key difference between a Newtonian approach and one of Relativity is that of

geometry. A Newtonian arguments are often is very coordinate dependent. Consider for

example the Newtonian version of a rigidly rotating perfect fluid.

Assuming that pressure and density are related by an equation of state, A: A(P). If

surfaces of constant pressure and density are described by the equation S(r,z):0. The

1-
u):-VX?,

2
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net force, which is the sum of the force due to pressure dF, and gravity, dF, provides a

centrifuzal force which makes the fluid have circular motion.

F,

P + dP/dS dS

Figure 4.2: Centrifugal force

The surface of revolution is determined by equating the nett force with the centrifugal

force.

adr+dín:-d,m12r

The pressure component is

S

dF, (roo - (P + *4!ottoo) 
s

-ffiavs
dP dm

.9 (4.4.r)

The gravitational part dFn has much more complicated to calculate. The evaluation of. dFn

requires the integraing mass distribution over the shape of the star. This rather arduous

tasks is the subject of a book by Chrandrasekhar [75] and will not discussed to much

further here. Though the physics is rather simply the mathematics is not. Such solutions

generally involve hyperbolic and elliptic functions.

In general relativity these methods are not applicable as there is no notion of force. All

that can said is that fluid flows in a congruence of curves satisfying 4.2.16. Despite this, a

natural relativistic generalization of centrifugal forces will be introduced.

dS a
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The basic idea comes from the alignment of the vorticity vector in the 2 direction. As

the vorticity vector only has components in the 2 direction our definiation of centrifugal

force should have components in the â direction only. The relativistic generalization of

forces should be of the form.

FP¡Fn:fi"

To see how this can be done let us recall equation 4.2.16, which tells how to relate the rate

of change in pressure to the acceleration,

_p
' 'þ o,,,

P+p P

The plan is to manipulate this equation so that the centrifugal force depends only on ø.

_P1
'tt : -)qu,.uu'u' , Aside 2: Theorem 5p+a 2rPvl*

1

2
,+' (ou + 2}gtø ¡ Q'too) ,, ,

-f,a' Øu + Qg,o i Q(sra + Qgoo)),,

-'Ua' (@u + Qg,a)(1 + f¿'a(,'))),,,

As the fluid velocity is timellke uruP - -1 which means that

¡z -1
gu*2Ìgto+{'l2gøa
(g" + Qs,o) (1 + C¿F(/))

so that

(4.4.2)

- P,p

P+a

(P+a)

F,

2

2 grr l Qgta

fr_t9 
-

21 + f-lP(r)

frtC

1

_ P,, 1(g" + Qg,ò,, 1 QF(r),,
+ (4.4 3)

+

In Newtonian physics the left hand side of the above equation would represent the sum of

forces due to pressure and gravity. The right hand side would be the centlifugal force. In
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relativity rotation effects are seen as gtø terms which vanish in the Newtonian limit. In

the Newtonian limit ut x l, g4 = 0, goy N t2,g¿¿ = so that

F(r) x Q*'lsu (4 4.4)

resulting in

d,F, x -Q2rã

as expected

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has developed a number of Theorems regarding the general properties of

stationary axisymmetric spacetimes describing rigidly rotating perfect fluid interiors. Af-

ter deriving the canonical form of axisymmetric spacetimes it was shown that if these

spacetimes where to perfect fluid interiors then the four velocity is given by 4.2.12. The

congruence of curves defined by this four velocity is expansionless. The shear was shown

to vanish if and only if f) is constant. Both the acceleration and rotation tensor where

shown to have in a particularly simple form for shear-free perfect fluids. Evaluation of the

rotation tensor made it possible to provide further simplification of the canonical form of

the metric tensor by alligning the vorticity vector in the 2 direction.

Lastly the notion of a relativistic centrifugal force was introduced. Though nothing

specifically was calculated with it. It was deemed to be a handy tool in the examination

of the physical properties of stationary axisymmetric spacetimes. Relativistic centrifugal

force as introduced naturally as a consequence of alligning the vorticity vector in the 2

direction. The result of this chapter still leave a large amount of room for further study.

It is not clear whether the simplification of made by the spin allignment will eventually

result in a reduction of Einstein's equations to such a stage that they are solvable.



Chapter 5

Introduction to chaos

5.1 Deterministic chaos

Most people have a common sense notion of what chaos means. To the lay person the

adjective chaotic describes behaviour utterly without order or arrangement. When physi-

cist and mathematicians speak of deterministic chaos they are describing behaviour which

is governed by a set rules but appears to be anarchic. It is a physicist inherent belief

that nature is governed by a set of laws which are well defined, "God does not play dice".

Though this quote by Einstein was referring to quantum mechanics it is equally suited

to chaotic dynamics. Reconciliation between the often chaotic behaviour nature and the

deterministic laws which describe it comes from the aptly subject of deterministic chaos.

The theory is that apparently random behaviour is described by a sometimes surprisingly

simple rules.

Before continuing further a distinction needs to be made between deterministic and

indeterminstic chaos. At each stage of evolution of deterministic systems all relevant

valiables are recorded and the dependence on each other accounted for. Deterministic

chaos is often found in systems consisting of three or more bodies. A classic example

of how an understanding of deterministic chaos can be used to account for previously

inexplicable observations it is found in the asteroid belt.

The asteroid belt is a group of asteroids in orbit between Mars and Jupiter. Within the

asteroid belt their are regions of high and low density. Low density regions are known as

67
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Kirkwood gaps the high density one the Hilda group. Kirkwood gaps occur in regions where

the ratio of the period for an asteroid moving in uniform circular motion to that of Jupiter

is 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, 5:2 and 7:2. The Hilda group clump is in 3:2 resonance with Jupiter. Using

a simplified model consisting of the Sun, Jupiter and one asteroid Wisdom [76] discovered

that asteroids in 3:1 resonance with Jupiter exhibit chaotic behaviour. These unpredictable

trajectories cross the orbit of Mars and eventually collide with it ensuring that no asteroid

survives an extended length of time in 3:1 resonance with Jupiter. In a similar manner the

other Kirkwood gaps understood once the gravitational effect of Mars is incorporated.

The existence of Hilda group is element which is common to many chaotic systems,

i.e., order within chaos. Bands of order are punctuated by disorder and vice versa. A

full understanding of chaos is the determination of what regions are stable and which are

chaotic.

Indeterministic systems are those in which all relevant variables can not be measured

with sufficient accuracy and/or the dependence of each other is inadequately determined.

The uncertainty of long term weather prediction is something which most people have

experienced and is often termed chaotic. On reason for which the weather is unpredictable

is because it depends too many variables measured accurately or to know precisely how

they effect each other.

This work explores only deterministic chaos as it is by far the more interesting. Deter-

ministic chaos tells us that some systems which are well defined by a rigorous set of rules

have outcomes can not be predicted! The consequence in physics and other disciplines is

far reaching. Evidently it is vital to know what can and can not be predicted.

Having present an intuitive notion of what chaos is it is an opportune moment to give a

more formal one. Following the work of C.J. Thompson [77] systems will be termed chaotic

if and only if they having the following properties.

o Motion is deterministic and bounded, but mostly aperiodic and irregular

¡ There is extreme sensitivity on initial conditions leading to unpredictability
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o This behaviour is dense in some set but includes a (possibly infinite) subset of initial

conditions giving rise to periodic or ordered behaviour.

It has been known for a long time that rather simple mathematical functions can

produce very complicated shapes (e.g. fractals) and behaviour that appears to be irregular.

When working on the Hills reduced model of the three-body problem, Henri Poincaré in

describing the Poincaré section states:

One is struck with the complexity of this figure that I am not even attempting

to draw. Nothing can give us a better idea of the complexity of the three-body

problem.

Motion described by simple deterministic equations can appear to behave in a random or

chaotic manner. The study of chaos is an attempt to find an underlying set of rules and

theories to help us find some order in this chaos and to determine when and if a system

changes from being regular and well behaved to being chaotic. Not until the 60's with the

advent of high-speed computing was it possible to look more deeply into this phenomena.

The resurgence of chaos theory came in 1963 when E. N. Lorenz 178) was using a computer

to study a simplifled climate modei. He noticed that the relevant equations exhibited

irregular behaviour and extreme sensitivity on initial conditions. Since then much analytic

and computational work has been done on a wide variety of chaotic systems. Some of this

chaos theory will be reviewed as it is essential to an understanding of this work.

5.2 Attractors and attractor basrns

Systems starting with entirely different initial configurations may end up in the same final

state. This final state is called the attractor and the initial values which finish at this

attractor are the attractor basin. Consider a set of values r and a map / which maps a

point r; in r to a new point /(r¿) The kth mapping of the initial point r; is denototed

Tr ("n).
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.F is an attractor for / if f @): F and

*!1g/*('n¡ -F-ovr€vP'
k -t oo for all r in an open set Vr containing F. The Set 7p is called the basin

of the attraction of -F.

Figure 5.1: Attractors

Suppose f (ù: cosu repeatedly pressing the button on your calculator for any initial

value of r between 0 and 2tr yor notice that the final result converges to 0.739.... In this

case the attractor of / is F :0.739... and the attractor basin all 0 to 2zr. This happens

if there is dissipation of energy or there is capture. An attractor may be one point of a set

of points. If the attractor is a set of points and that set of points describes a fractal set it

is known as a strange attractor. Fractals are discussed in the next section.

So far attractors and attractor basins have been described in a abstract manner. The

description of dynamical systems is the evolution of phasespace values. A particle starts off

with at some initial position and momentum and evolves in time according to the Hamil-

tonian describing the system. The language of chaos can be transcribed to Hamiltonian

systems if r is considered the set of phasespace values and the map "f as Hamilton's equa-

tions. Attractors exist in Hamiltonian systems if one or more of the phasespace values
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converge to a particular point. Dissipation of energy is one reason this may occur capture

is another. The subsequent chapter shows that relativistic dynamics leads to the capture

trajectories which in Newtonian mechanics does not attractors. Therefore the chaotic be-

haviour of relativistic trajectories may be studied via examination the fractal nature of

attractor basins.

5.3 Fbactals

Once again from the work of C, H. Thomson [77] A set S is said to be a fractal if and only

if it has the following key properties;

o ,S has some degree of self-similarity. i.e has some scale lnvarlance.

o ^9 has a fine structure on an arbitrarily small scale.

o S lacks smoothness and the boundary of S cannot be described by any simple analytic

function.

o For any point on ,9 there exists a ball of radius greater than zero in which lie an

arbitrary large number of points at various distances also in ,9. All points on this

ball do not lie in the set ^9.

o ,9 can have a non-integer dimension

o The fractal dimension of .9 (defined later) is usually greater than the topological

dimension.

The last two items speak of the a non-integer dimension of the set S. The dimension is

something which we intuitively assume to have an integer value. It is found that there

exists definitions for dimension which have values 0, 1, 2 or 3 for dots, lines areas and

volumes but non-integer dimensions for fractal. lead to the next question.

There are a number of ways to define the dimension of a fractal in the literature. The

one that is used here is called the Hausdorff box, or the capacity dimension. There is a

small technical difference between these two definitions. It is not important in most cases
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and the reader is referred to [79] for further information. The Hausdorff Box dimension is

used here because of its ease in computation and its common occurrence.

Def,nition of Hausdorff Bor dimension:

Consider the bounded set S which is a subset of ft'. If ¡/.(S) is the least

number of cubes of length e required to completely cover ,S then ¡/.(S) increases

according to

¡/.(S) o r-du (5.3.1)

where d6 is the Hausdorff box dimension of the set. Equivalently

(5.3.2)

It can seen that this definition gives the expected topological results. For example if ^9 is

a single point then l/.(.9) : 1 and e is arbitrary hence from (5.3.2) d":0 as expected. A

line of length L can be divided up into segments e of length L lN . In which case

dnF : lirrr 
lt ¡/'('9)

e-0 ln e

.. ln ¡i.(S)
dn F - lim --- ,::--.e+0 -ln€

1

As in the limit e -- 0 ¡/.(.9) --+ oo. Similarlyfor squares and cubes ¡/.(S) : Sle2 andVf e3

hence dB -- 2,3 respectively.

Using this definition one finds that many sets can have a non-integer dimension. Con-

sider for example the Cantor Set. The Cantor Set is formed by taking a solid line and

removing the middle third. Then from the remaining two thirds the middle third of each

segment is removed and so on. Finally an infinite set of points known as the Cantor Set is

generated.

It is possible to calculate the fractal dimension of this using equation (5.3.2). After

each iteration the size of each cube (a cube in 1-d is a line) is 1/3 of the previous ones
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Figure 5.2: The Cantor Set

and the number of cubes is doubled. Hence after the I'th iteration the number and size of

cubes is.

N:21 e:L(rl3)I . (5.3.3)

In the limit 1--+ oo e --+ 0. Combing equation (5.3.3) in conjunction with equation (5.3.2)

gives the result

dnF : ,rr* ¡,"(ltö2+hL
ln2
ln3
0.6309

Notice here that the dimension is gleater than zero but less than one. This seems to make

sense because the set is more than a point but less than a line.

The popularity of fractal images on T-shirts or as posters probabìy stem from their

beauty and infinite detail. Scientists are fascinated by them because this fine detail is gen-

erated by surprisingly simply algorithms. They are prime examples of how the complexity

of nature can be governed by a set of simple rules. The ubiquitous Mandelbrot set is a fine

example of this principle in action. Each complex value in this set is mapped to the next

according to the following rule:

- --2 
t ^an*\ - .n -T 1-.

The initial condition is that zo : 0, c is the position in the complex plane for which the

colour is determined. Black appears in Figure (5.3) if 4s '-4, white if zn) 4¡s¡ r¿ 115.
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Figure 5.3: The Mandelbrot set
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5.4 Lyapunov exponents

Chaotic systems are characteristically extremely sensitive to initial conditions' This sensi-

tivity can be classified by drawing a ball around the initial data set and measuring changes

to that ball as it evolves. The shape of the ball can change from being spherical to ellip-

soidal and the volume encompassed by the ball may also vary. Sensitivity is determined by

the rate at which each axis of the ellipsoid varies. Extremely sensitive systems (chaotic)

are defined as those having exponential growth in ellipsoidal axis. Lyapunov exponents

measure the growth of axis in the following way:

Consider a cure r-(r) is defined in an 1ú dimensional space by the 1/ differential equations

dr' 
fn6.) (b.4.1)

CTT

If the curve d(r) is deviated by a small amount e- perpendicular to the tangent of r- then

to first order its equation of motion is

d(ri + ei) : fi(i.t, s a/n(¿).*
d, 'r t-) t r:'-- * '

,l'ei ! u!-(i)rr. 
From 5.4.1 (5.4.2)d, : à- u,r

The Lyapuonv exponent À in the k direction lfr is difined as

,k (r)
e$

(5.4.3)

where ef is th" value of epk(r) when r : 0. If one or more Lyapunov exponent is zero

the system is chaotic. Though the equations governing d(r) are known at each point on

the curve it may not be possible to write know ã(r) explicitly, especially if the system

is chaotic. Determining the value of the Lyapunov exponents from 5.4.3 equation 5'4'1

require numerical integration if these equations can not be solved analytically.

For Hamiltonian systems r-(r) describes the phasespace trajectories whose tangents /
are given by Hamilton's equations. Louvilles theorem tells us that if the system is non-

dissipative (no energy loss) then the phasespace volume of enclosed by the ellipsoid e(z)

is constant for all values of r. Hence the resulting sum of Lyapunov exponents is zero for

non-dissipative Hamiltonian systems.

)À: limll't-æ t
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Figure 5.4: Lyapunov exponents

5.5 Chaos and computing

Descriptions of chaotic behaviour invariable mean that they defy analytic representations.

Where it not for the impressive advancements of high speed computing choas theory proba-

bly never would have been developed. By their very nature the outcome of chaotic systems

can only be modelled with numerically integration. It is not feasible to imagine that this

can be adequately done by humans.

There is an appearant contradiction in using computers to studing chaos. It comes

from the fact that all computer integration incorporates rounding errors. Even if these

rounding errors are minimised it may drastically effect the outcome of a chaotic systems,

as they are extremely sensitive to initial conditions. A rounding error, no matter how small

will dramtically effect the outcome at some later stage. So even with the most powerful

computers imaginable it is not possible to determine results with chaotic dynamics.

76

What is important to realise is that in chaotic studies it is not the final outcome
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which is important, it is its predictability. If very small rounding errors lead to long term

uncertainity then the system is chaotic. Studies of chaos are concentrated on the why and

when systems are chaotic and when they regular, not the final outcome. This is a situation

for which the computer is ideally suited.



Chapter 6

Chaos in
dynamics

special relativistic

6.1 Introduction

The classical three body problem has engaged physicists for over 200 years. In that time,

though much progress has been made, solutions have only been found for a few special

cases [80]. One such case is the Newtonian motion of an infinitesimal body subject to

the lf r potential of two fixed finite bodies. The problem considered in this chapter is the

motion of an infinitesimal charged particle about two fixed charged particles described by

a special relativistic Hamiltonian. To the best of ihe our knowledge it has not been studied

previously. This is a three body problem with a difference. Trajectories of the test particles

are markedly different from the Newtonian model. They behave in a chaotic manner though

in Newtonian mechanics they do not [80]. Complehensivestudies have already been made

for the more complicated gravitational analog of this problem. In these studies [3, 7]

the motion of charged test particle about two fixed, charged black holes was considered.

Herein, the fixed two centre problem is studied in the absence of gravitational interactions

and comparisons are made between the two problems. Despite the very different spacetime

geometry and global causal structure exhibited by the special and general relativistic cases,

it is found that both systems have very similar chaotic behaviour.

A qualitative understanding of the two centres problem can be gained by considering the

dynamics in terms of particle motion in an effective potential. In the Newtonian limit the
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effective potential can be shown to be integrable. Relativistic corrections to the effective

potential introduce nonlinearities which cause two qualitative changes in the dynamics.

The first change allows trajectories to be captured by the central singularities - even if the

trajectories have nonzero angular momentum. The second change in the dynamics comes

from the relativistic corrections rendering the effective potential non-integrable. The study

of this second effect will occupy the majority of this chapter. The phenomenon of relativistic

capture means that the chaotic system we are studying here is an open one. Although we

will be studying energetically bound trajectories, the dynamics can be consider as a form

of chaotic scattering as the captured orbits are not bounded in phase space. Indeed, the

capture phenomenon makes the dynamics similar to that seen in Hamiltonian exit systems '

The phenomenon of relativistic capture makes the dynamics difficult to study using

standard indicators of chaos such as Lyapunov exponents and Poincare sections as they rely

on the existence of long-lived periodic orbits [St]. When attracting regions of phase space

exist, it has been suggested [3, 4] that the best way to study chaos is to examine the nature

of the attractor basin boundary (ABB). Indeed there is a complementary relationship

between these methods as Lyapunov exponents are best for studying trajectories which are

quickly captured. An additional reason cause us to favor ABB's over Lyapunov exponents

for relativistic systems, namely, Lyapunov exponents are not Lorentz invariant quantities,

while the fractal dimension of the ABB's is. Another technique commonly used to chaos

employs Poincare' sections. For open systems these are very difficult to generate as most

trajectories quickly escape to various asymptotic regions of phase space. It is possible

to generate Poincaré sections for trajectories near stable orbits, but these only account

for trajectories forming a set of measure zero in phase space. Rather than struggling to

find these rare orbits the quick capture of typical orbits was used to our advantage which

allowed us to concentrate on generating plots of the basin boundaries. In section 6,4 the

use of ABB's is argued more strongly in determining chaos.

Before launching into this problem, some indication is needed that it may be chaotic.

The first signs of this came in [4] where the fractal nature of an ABB was shown for two

small mass black holes (small relative to their separation in natural units). The small

masses meant that for large regions the spacetime was approximately Minkowskian. While
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the chaotic nature of the small mass case suggests that chaos might persist in the special

relativistic analog, it is not conclusive. This is because the multi-black hole spacetime only

truly recovers Minkowski spacetime when the black hole masses vanish. No matter how

small a non-zero mass biack hole might be, it always gives rise to a causal barrier at the

horizon, leading to a distinct causal topology not shared by Minkowski space.

To examine the fixed two centre problem in a Minkowski metric, it is sufficient to

consider a test particle with charge q and mass rn. Choosing the charge to mass ratio so

that qf m ) 1 ensures that Coulomb interaction dominates gravity. Our special relativistic

version of the fixed two centre problem has lead us into electrodynamics. This raises the

issue of radiation. It is well known that accelerating charged particles radiate. Under what

conditions, if any, can radiation effects be neglecited? For example, a classical hydrogen

atom would collapse within a micro second due to radiation losses. In section 6.2 it is

shown that it is always possible to select masses and charges so that radiation can be

neglecited without loss of generality.

Having now established a motivation and suitable model for the special relativistic two

centre problem, the outline for the rest of the chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 establishes

the form of the Super-Hamiltonian used to describe the dynamics. Because a relativistic

extension of a Newtonian problem is considered it is important to understand why the

Newtonian model is integrable while the relativistic model is not. Using the Hamiltonian

one is able to find a set of orbits that are exactly integrable, and hence do not exhibit

chaos. This is done by obtaining Hamilton's principal function for these orbits. It is shown

that this set of orbits includes small velocity Newtonian-type orbits. Por weakly relativistic

examples these orbits coexist in phase space with small regions of chaotic orbits.

The relativistic Hamiltonian is not generally separable using the method outlined in

section 6.2. It is not even possible to use perturbative techniques since velocities can

become ultra-relativistic, as occurs when particles get close to one or other of the charges.

Apart from non-integrability the relativistic Hamiltonian differs from the Newtonian

one in that capture occurs for particles with non-zero angular momentum. Section 6.3

examines this phenomenon fully. A set of conditions is found for when capture occurs'

leading us to examine the attractor basins. Capture conditions are used as a rough analytic
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check of the computational integration routine.

The chaotic nature of the system becomes apparent when the attractor basins are

studied. The attractor basin boundary (ABB) lies on a fractal set. Section 6.4 is devoted

to the generation of ABB's, the calculation of their fractal dimension, and a scale parameter

related to their location. An explanation is given as to why ABB's is chosen as a measure of

chaos. Also in section 6.4 is an outline of the computational methods used and a description

of how each image was generated.

The last section, section 6.5, is devoted to analysing the variations of ABB's with

fundamental parameters. In this section how parameters, such as mass and charge, affect

the chaotic nature of the system is discussed. Results are presented in graphic form. The

conclusion made is that while the relativistic two centre problem is chaotic, the measures

of chaos appear to vary in an orderly manner.

Finally section 6.6 develops a conclusion and outlines some suggested further work and

extensions to the model.

6.2 Formalisrn

The introduction stated that the effects of radiation would be neglecited in this study. In

this section it will be shown how this can be done without altering the fundamental nature

of the system. The loss of energy due to radiation can be neglecited only if the typical rate

of change in kinetic energy is very much greater than the power loss due to radiation. The

power radiated by a relativistic particle of charge q and mass m is [82]

e :2(^,u [o' - (v x ü)2] , (6.2.1)
3

where v is particle's velocity, T the Lorentz boost factor, and the dot represents a derivative

with respect to coordinate time. For a charged particle moving in a potential V

i : -Q lvv - v(v .VV)l 
,'rn

(6.2.2)

E : m1 : -qv .VV. (6.2.3)
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The condition which ensures radiation reaction can be neglecited is

P <lÐl . (6.2.4)

Using Bqs. (6.2.1), (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) the inequality in (6.2.4) can be written in terms of

the divergence of the potential as

o - 
2qn1' 1,n.,' - B*, ¡r " t/)'- (v'vv)') < qlv 'vvl (6'2'5)

If the potential is due to two fixed equal charges, Q, separated by a distance ø, i.e., a

potential like Eq. (6.2.13) for n: 2, then Eq. (6.2.5) can be evaluated explicitly. In

section 6.3 it is demonstrated that capture occurs for particles that are ultra-relativistic.

Since the relativistic capture of particles is being studied an exmination of the ultra-

relativistic limit (v --+ 1) of Eq. (6.2.5) is necessary. In this limit the result depends on the

type of orbit examined. If the motion is a direct plunge, v is parallel to (VV), then the

12 f.actor on the left hand side of Eq. (6.2.5) is cancelled and thus

2

:-tv vl < t. (6.2.6)

Taking a typical value for the gradient of the potential to be Q f a2 the above condition can

be written as

(6.2.7)

with .F defined as

r: @. (6.2.8)
rT¿A

The scaled electrostatic energy, f , in this way because it proves to be very useful for

Iater calculations. If on the other hand the motion is orbital, close to circular, then v

is perpendicular to (VV) and the 72 persists. However, 7 can be estiminated from viral

theorem considerations to be approximatley by f in the ultra-relativistic limit. I'or orbits

such as these Eq. (6.2.5) now is

rn* <t. (6.2.s)
c¿

trqs. (6.2.7) and (6.2.9) imply that radiation can be neglecited no mattel how large F is ,

as long as qlQ sufficiently small.

,'ä u 1
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It is worth noting that the factor of 72 difference between the direct plunge and circular

orbit cases is directly related to the problems found in ring and linear colliders. Radiation

loss is never a serious problem in linear colliders.

This means that for orbits which are captured relatively quickly, i.e., with a capture

timeof order t":afu,theeffectof radiationcanbeneglecited. Statedanotherway,witha

careful choice of parameters, relativistic capture can dominate the capture due to radiation

loss.

Having established a suitable model it is now possible to examine the dynamical prop-

erties of the system. The relativistic equations of motion for a non-radiating particle of

charge q in an electromagneticfield can be obtained from the super Hamiltonian [82],

111: ;(P" - qA")(P" - ÇA'), (6.2.10)

in conjunction with Hamilton's equations,

dr" AH dP- All

^ 
:;r" and l: - a"" (6'2'11)

Here, À is an affine parameter which is related to the proper time by À : rlm, where

rn is the mass of the test particle. The dynamic equations of motion represented here

describe a continuous flow of phase space coordinates on a differential manifold. The first of

Hamilton's equations relates the canonical momentum, Po, to the mechanical momentum,

po:

po : TntJo : Po - qA'. (6.2.12)

Since a static electric field is considered the spatial components of the vector potential all

vanish, A¡--0.Thefield is generated by placing n fixed charges Q¡ at positions (r¡,y;,2;)

in space, so that Ao : V is given by

V:-Ð
i=l

Q¿

(, - *o)' + @ - v¿)2 + (" - "o)'

For fields generated in this way Hamilton's equations can be written as,

1| ffi
rn'l : E-V

(6.2.13)

(6.2.r4)

(6.2.15 )
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(6.2.16)

(6.2.r7)

- -s,À,

(6.2.2t)

x

it

1Í

Í2+r
-Lvv

TN

The dot on top of a vector refers to the derivative with respect to coordinate time and

¡r: plm. In most cases these equations cannot be solved analytically. Thus numerical

integration appears to be the only viable option to calculate trajectories. However, if

n : I or 2 some analytic results can be obtained. The case n:1 is the classic special

relativistic scattering problem and has been throughly studied. A more interesting case

occurs for n : 2. It is interesting because there is no chaos in the Newtonian version of the

problem, nor for certain classes of orbits in the relativistic problem, but for other classes of

orbits the system is chaotic. If two equal fixed charges Q are placed at (0,0,-a) and (0,0,a)

then Eqs. (6.2.14) to (6.2.16) are unchanged by a rescaling of coordinates. By scaling the

coordinates so that the fixed charges are at (0,0,-1) and (0,0,1) Eq. (6.2.17) may be written

AS

i : -TVVo. (6.2.18)

.F is defined as before and % is defined

I
(6 2.1e)-Vo: 12tu2I(z-l)2 12lu2*(z*r)2

The equations are written in this form so that all parameters that affect the field strength

are combined into one scaling quantity, .F.

The Newtonian version of this problem has been solved by a number of authors, for

example see [83]. The problem is solved by changing to prolate spheroidal coordinates,

r: sinh tþsÁ0cosS g: sinhT/sindsin/ z: cosh rþcos0, (6.2.20)

and using the Hamilton-Jacobi separation of variables (see Goldstein [84]). In relativity

this method proves to be useful only for a certain class of orbits. In special relativity the

super Hamiltonian written in these coordinates is

1

+

,11:7pl-(r,, - 'ß#)' . à(s,*), + f,6,a,- *#*rr (s,ø),
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where

Q:sinh2ú+sin20 (6.2.22)

and S is Hamilton's Principal function. Since t, þ and À are cyclic coordinates they each

have a constant of the motion associated with them. The physical significance of these

constants are clear. 
" 

-- _ 5,, and,ú : S,ö are the total energy and angular momentumof

the test particle. The constant associated with ì comes from the fact that the rest mass

is conserved. This can be seen explicitly in the following way,

- S,.r : T1 : t 
l-rr'r' + p') : -n¿212 (6.2.23)

The generating function ^9 is said to be completely separable if it can be written in the

form

S(1,t,,þ,0,ó): S.r()) + S¿(¿) + St(þ) + Se(0) + Sø(d) $.2'24)

The separability of ,9 in the super Hamiltonian is broken by the term

(zqQ co-sh,þ\2 . (6.2.25)\"a)
This is because any term with Q2 can not be separated into a sum of two functions

involving d and tþ only. However, if the term given in Eq. (6.2.25) is small compared to

aEqQ coshtþ l@Q), i.e., if

a E7QT< (6.2.26)
cosh r/ cosh ry' 'rn

then the system becomes completely separable and

,S(),i, rþ,0,ó): Il2m2^ - Et + Lö + Se(g) + S,p(rþ), (6.2.27)

where

Isr'1þ): Ez sinhz ú -
L2 . 4EqQ' cosh ry'

-;[T *T -m¿sinh"Ú+aa'¡; (6'2'28)

I
and

Se(o) : E2 stnz o -,L: = r -m2sinzd I a d,o
sln" d

(6.2.2e)
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The fourth constant of motion, o, is

86

(6.2.30)

(6.2.33)

d ,82 sinh2 r - 
AEqQ coshú 

- (s,,t), - .+ - m2 sinh2 {a sinh'ry'
r2

E2 sin2 0 - (5,,e)2 - :"= - m2 sinh2 d
sin" 0

F
7o) 

-,

(6.2.31)

Eqs. (6.2.28) and (6.2.29) can be used in conjunction with [84]

ß : ðsn,(q¡) 
rc.2.82)Pt - ôo¡

to find explicit solutions involving time. The B¿'s are the initial conditions, the q;'s refer

to phase space co-ordinates as well as time, and the c¿'s ate constants of the motion

associated with each coordinate. Such orbits are said to be integrable and hence not

chaotic. The KAM [S5][86][87] theorem states that if a small nonlinear perturbation is

added to the Hamiltonian, regions of regular motion will continue to occur. This implies

that if relativistic effects are small then there will exist some regions in phase space which

do not have chaotic trajectories. The inequality in trq.(6.2.26) gives a condition for the

type of orbits that are integrable. As expecited, these include Newtonian type orbits where

Q is large, i.e., the field is weak and E x m. If Q is large then Ty' is large. For large ry',

Q = sinh2ry' and coshry' = sinhr/. The inequality in trq.(6.2.26) now becomes

where 7, is the value of 7 at time I : 0. Eq. (6.2.33) is satisfied for certain relativistic

orbits as well as Newtonian ones. An example of an orbit which does not escape yet does

not collapse is shown in Fig. 6.1. Fig.6.1 was generated using a fourth-order adaptive

step size Runge-Kutta routine [88]. In this figure -F :0.06 and the motion appears to

be periodic. This orbit is not typical of the type studied here. Collapse to a singularity

does not occur hence radiation effects can not be neglecited as they are cumulative. For

this reason orbits chosen to be studied are those in which the inequality in Eq. (6.2.26)

is seldom obeyed. In the next section examines what happens when Eq. (6.2.26) is not

satisfied. In the relativistic limit the equations of motion are not completely separable in

prolate spheroidal coordinates. This does not prove that the system is non-integrable, but

it does show that if the system is chaotic, the chaos is due solely to relativistic effects.
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6.3 Relativistic capture

(6.3.3)

angular

ts when

position

(6.3.4)

herefore

Fig. 6.2 was generated by following the trajectories of particles that start at ihe origin

with various initial values of r, and r". Trajectories that finish at (0,0,-a) are labelled

black, those that finish at (0,0,a) are labelled white, and those that do not collapse to a

singularity, within a finite time, are labelled grey. Fig. 6.2 is an 840 x 840 plot with F : L

The two most noticeable features of this figure, apart from its regions of complexity, is the

escape of particles with u lltll > 2.8 and the capture of particles with a r" 17. Both

these results can be shown analytically.
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If a particle is set in motion at the origin, then in order for its motion to be bounded it

must have an energy less than or equal to the rest mass of the particle. This implies that

llñll < (2f+1)r-r (6.3.5)

For f : 1 Eq. (6.3.5) tells us that escape occurs for llñll > J8 x 2.8. The capture of

particles with zr, ( 1 can be shown by considering the simpler case where the potential

due to the second fixed charge is ignored. The justificatin of this comes from assuming

that momentum in the z direction is unaffecited until the particle is so close to one charge

that the other can be ignored. Using the condition.L 1qQ, in conjunction with the fact

that L - o"n'Lltr: at the origin, the capture condition becomes

T, 1T (6.3.6)

At this point note that capture occurs for similar conditions in general relativity. For

a single, extremally charged black-hole the effective potential reads

90

v!¡t-(r*Mlr)a
M1+-
T

2 L2
,T'

I
+ (6.3.7)

in isotropic coordinates [89], [90]. The potential has (6.3.7) a maximumat

L2 _ 2M2mz _ ¡uQj-_ a¡42fi
(6.3.8)

2Mm2

Particles with an energy which exceeds the maximum value of the potential barrier are

subject to capture by the black hole. For ultra-relativistic particles the capture condition

reads

L <2 a@lm)'z - I(Mm) , (6 3.e)

whilst for non-relativistic particles the condition becomes

L<J' z + Jn(urnl (6.3.10 )

Termination of trajectories at a central singularity is a standard feature of relativistic

dynamics, both special and general.

T
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6.4 Fþactal attractor basin boundaries

The capture of particles leads us to examine the nature of the attractor basin boundary.

Studies of chaotic systems often focus on the determination of Lyapunov exponents as

a measure of chaos [91]. The Lyapunov exponents À¡ in flat spacetime are defined by

choosing a point r in phase space, at the centre of a ball of radius e ( 1. After a time

ú the ball evolves into an ellipsoid with semi-axes €È(¿), where k ranges from one to the

dimension of the phase space. The Lyapunov exponents are:

Àr(') : [*l'¡3l" *, (6.4.1)

assuming the limits exist. The À¡, are constant along a trajectory, and are often constant

over larger regions of phase space such as the basin of an attractor. However there are

problems with this approach. Firstly, the existence of a positive Lyapunov exponent is

not enough to determine if a system is chaotic [77]. For example, the Newtonian version

of the fixed two centre problem (which is not chaotic) has a set of positive Lyapunov

exponents for orbits that are perpendicular to the z-axis. Secondly, the computation of

Lyapunov exponents requires setting a finite time limit, thus inducing an error. If particles

are captured too quickly this error is large.

In the general relativistic problem the topology of the ABB was used as a measure of

chaos. A particularly appealing feature of this method in general relativity is that ABB's

furnish a coordinate independent measure of chaos. While this is not an issue in special

relativity, the ABB's continue to recommend themselves as a measure of chaos since they

do not require long-lived orbits.

In chaotic systems the ABB will lie on a fractal set, while in non-chaotic systems they

will not. Using this approach does not have the problems associated with finite time

capture. In fact the faster the capture the better since it reduces computational time. To

determine if the ABB lies on a fractal set measures the fractal dimension of the ABB. One

of the distinguishing features of fractal sets is their non-integer fractal dimensions. This

gives us an unambiguous way of determining the chaotic nature of the system.

If the y-axis is chosen so that it is perpendicular to the plane of motion, then the

ABB's lie in a four dimensional phase space. Clearly, it is not possible to generate graphics
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for these. A two dimensional slice of this phase space must be taken in order to generate

tangible pictures. Alt the ABB's generated for this chapter are on a 840 x 840 grid, and ale

generated in the same manner as Fig. 6.2. Most of the phase space slices are done by setting

the initial momentum to zero. This not only reduces computational time, by enabling most

trajectories to be captured, but makes comparison with the general relativistic study easier.

The ABB for F : 1 is shown in Fig. 6.3. Notice that it appears to have all the

expected symmetries. One of the most fascinating featules of this image is the large

portion of the ABB that appears to have a fractal nature. Repeated magnification of this

image, Figs. 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, reveals detailed structure on finer and finer scales. This is one

of the properties that all fractals have in common. Punctuated between these regions of

fractal phase space are regions which are distinctly non-fractal. This suggests that there

are regions of stability within regions of chaos.

Having decided what slice of the ABB phase space to measure, the next step is to

find the fractal dimension. There are a number of definitions of fractal dimensions in the

literature. The one that is used here is called the box dimension [92]. It will be used

because of its ease in computation and of its frequency in the literature.

ConsidertheboundedsetF,whichisasubset of Rn,thenl/.(-F) istheleastnumberof

sets of cubes of length e which completely covers the set F. By definition the box dimension

for F is

93

r. ,. ln lV.(F)
Olm6¡ : - llm -- ,c+0 ln (

Because our set is not defined by any known iterative map it is not possible to find the

dimension analytically. Consequently computational techniques are used. From Eq. (5.3.2)

one sees that the negative gradient of ln.^/. versus ln e gives us the box dimension.

The set to examined is the set of points which lie on the ABB in some region of phase

space. To do this the whole region of interest is covered by a grid. Cubes of length e

are construcited from this grid. If a cube contains two more grid points that fall into

different attractors then that cube lies on the ABB. Put more formally, each point r¿ has

an attractor associated with it A,.. A cube B(to,e) of length e and centred at r, is said
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to lie on the ABB if

Ve > 0 1 r1,r2 : {rt,rz € B(ro,e)} and {*t I r2¡Aq I A"r} (6.4.2)

To find the limit in Eq. (5.3.2) the number of cubes l/. of length e that lie on the ABB

are counted. This is repeated for as many values of e as possible. Plotting ln 1/. against ln e

gives a straight line. The gradient of this line, which is the negative of the box dimension,

is calculated using a chi-squared fit.

In order to maximise the accuracy in calculating the box dimension the greatest number

of values for ¿ is needed. The implication being that the size of the grid should be chosen

so that as many combinations of cubes as possible completely cover the phase space slice.

Therefore, the attractor basin is divided into an 840 x 840 grid since 840 has 31 factors.

This is the largest number of factors for any number below 1000, the number chosen as an

upper limit due to program running time.

The box dimension for Fig. 6.7 was calculated in the manner described above. The

result is shown in Fig. 6.8. This figure shows that most of the points do in fact lie on a

straight line. This gives us confidence that these images are in fact true fractals and not

just round off errors in the computer.

On closer inspection it can be seen that for large e their seem to be to many cubes (a

cube is a square in bwo dimensions) that lie on ABB. The reason for this is quite clear. If

e is too large, i.e., by divicling the phase space into four sections, then all the cubes will

most likely contain both black and white. This means essentially that all cubes lie on the

boundary, i.e., we have over counted.

A second and slightly more subtle complication occurs for small e. From trq. (5.3.2) it

would seem that the smaller the value of e the better. The problem comes about because

the colour of a sub-cube is defined by only one point in that sub-cube. Imagine fol example

that that sub-cube lies on the boundary and is half filled with black and half with white.

This would mean there was a 50/If our cube e was made up of four such sub-cubes then

there would be a 1/8 chance that this cube would not be counted as being on the boundary.

If e was made up of nine such sub-cubes then there is a (1/2)8 chance that it will not be

counted. Por this reason their will be fewer counts than expecited for small e.
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Figure 6.7: A subsection of the attlactor basins boundary
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To eliminate both these errors the the first three and last six points of Fig. 6.8 are

removed before determining the gradient. The result is that the fractal dimension of the

ABB for Fig. 6.3 and hence Fig. 6.7 is dB - 1.75 + 0.01.

6.5 Dependence of fractal structure on F

Since the ABB is used as a measure of chaos in the system it is imparative to understand

it depends on the field strength. It is of fundamental importance not only to determine

whether or not a system is chaotic, but how the chaotic nature changes with the funda-

mental parameters. Figs. 6.9 to 6.12 show a major change of fractal structure in different

regions and for different values of .F. The graphics make the differences explicitly apparent.

To study this strong dependence on F it is adjusted then the box dimension is remeasured.

However, the dimension for a given scaling parameter .F varies depending on the portion

of the attractor basin examined. For this reason the box dimension is measured within

the same relative region each time. How the region is chosen is related to the scale point,

described below. Apart from the box dimension there is also another measure of the

onset of chaos in the system. For the purposes of this thesis it is called the scale point P.

The scale point is the smallest value of r at which a particle with zero initial momentum

does not fall into the nearest charge. This point represents the least lower bound of the

fractal set. As such, it indicates that a set of unstable trajectories with non-zero measure

exist beyond this point.

The scaling point leads naturally to deciding what region of phase space the box di-

mension is measured for. Somewhat arbitrarily, the box dimension for each .F is measured

in a square of phase space whose length is five times P. Each square is located so that the

bottom left hand corner is at the origin.

Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 show how the dimension and scale point vary with logF. The error

bars in Fig. 6.13 are the standard deviation of points from the line of best fit used to

determined the gradient. In both cases it is clear that there exists a functional relationship

between F and what is being measured. Determining this functional relationship is not

trivial. Both plots show that lor F < 20 the fractal nature of the ABB changes quite
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dramatically. In this region both the box dimension and scale point are both very sensitive

to F. For values ol F > 20 the scaling point and box dimension seem to approach a limit.

Fig. 6.13 can reasonably be fitted to a straight line for values of .F between about 0.15

to 30. In this region the functional relationship between box dimension d6 and .F is

dBxI.76-0.02\ogF (6.5. I )

Fig.6.14 on the other hand can not reasonably be fitted to a straight linefor any significant

range of .F values. Its characiteristics resemble more of an arctan type function.

These results now complete the study of the relativistic fixed two centre problem. This

work and the work on the general relativistic problem has shown that the fixed two centre

problem is chaotic. In fact, the Newtonian limit is unique in that it is integrable. The

chaotic nature of this system is nicely shown by the fractal nature of the ABB.

6.6 Conclusion and further work

This work has established that the simplest three body problem, motion with two fixed

centres, is not integrable when special relativistic effects are taken into account. While this

result has already been discovered in the context of general relativity [5], it is now realised

that it is not due to any exotic behaviour caused by black holes. In particular, it should not

be attributed to the non-linearity of the gravitational force. Chaos is present even when

the potentials generated by the two centres obey the superposition principle. Clearly,

it is the relativistic description of the kinematics, and not the loss of the superpostion

principle, which r-enders the special and general relativistic two centres problem chaotic.

To be specific, it is the nonlinear way in which the potential energy enters the relativistic

Hamiltonian that renders the dynamics nonintegrable.

Our study can be summarised as follows. After establishing that radiation reaction

could be neglecited, the Hamilton-Jacobi method was employed to discover under what

conditions the system was integrable. The integrable cases were found to include New-

tonian type orbits. For non-Newtonian olbits some properties unique to the relativistic

Hamiltonian were found. One of these properties was the capture of particles with non-
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zero angular momentum. This meant that relativistic particles could spiral into one of the

charges within a finite time. As a consequence of this a study was done of the attractor

basin boundaries. These ABB's turned out to be fractals and hence indicated that the

system was chaotic. To study how the fractals changed with .F, both the scaling point and

box dimension were examined.

Though this study is comprehensive, there is still further work that could be done.

For example, radiation effects could be added. This would mean that orbits which are

not ultra-relativistic will be captured due to loss of energy. Some other dissipative force

such as a viscous drag could also be included. Lyapunov exponents could be calcuiated for

orbits that do not terminate in a finite time. A possible connection between the dimension

of the ABB and the magnitude of the Lyapunov exponents could also be investigated.



Chapter 7

Conclusron

7.L Exact solutions to Einstein's field equations for
stationary axisymmetric spacetimes.

The first part of this thesis addressed the problem of obtaining exact solutions to Einstein's

field equations describing rotating perfect fluids. The way in which the topic was handled

was the following:

o Understand how and why the Newman-Janis algorithm (NJA) is successful in gener-

ating exact solutions to Einstein's field equations.

o Establish whether the Newman-Janis algorithm can be used to obtain exact solutions

of rotating perfect fluids. Below is a point summary of the technique to generate

solutions without solving Einstein's equations explicitly'

o As the Newman-Janis algorithm is shown only to be successful in generating vacuum

solutions, determining whether a simple generalization exists making it possible to

generate non-vacuum solutions.

¡ The GNJA generates a class of metrics whose physical properties can not easily be

evaluated. On the other hand it is a relatively simple task to determine which of them

can be matched smoothly to the I{err metric. It therefore makes sense to evaluate

conditions under which metrics can be joined smoothly to the Kerr metric on static

axisymmetric hyperesu,.-'faces.
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o As the GNJA generates solutions whose physical properties can not be easily calcu-

Iated it is important to establish that at least in the static limit they describe perfect

fluids.

Having only got partial solutions by applying the GNJA the next chapter took the more

general approach of developing theorems for stationary axisymmetric spacetimes represent-

ing rigidly rotating perfect fluids. Once again a point form summary of the procedure is

given.

r Write the canonical form of stationary axisymmetric metrics.

o Prove that if the metric represents a perfect fluid then that fluid has a four velocity

given by U' : A(6i + f¿óå)

o Prove that the fluid is shear-free if and only if 0 is a constant.

o Calculate the vorticity vectol a.,o and make a rotation so that the only non-zero

component of uo is in the 2 dilection.

¡ The alignment of the ao in the 2 direction provides a relationship between gtt,gtó,9óó

and an arbitrary function F(").This can be used to simplify the canonical form of

the metric further.

o Alignmet of the vorticity vector can be used to provide a generalization of the New-

tonian concept of centrifugal force.

7.L.L An explanation of the Newman-Janis algorithm.

To find exact solutions the idea was to apply the Newman-Janis aigorithm (NJA) to non-

rotating perfect fluid "seed" metric and generate rotating perfect fluids. The notion that

this might be possible comes from the success of the NJA in generating rotating blackhole

solutions from non-rotating ones. Herrea and Jiménez have used the NJA to generate

stationary axisymmetric metric tensors from static spherically symmetlic ones [27]. The

solution found by Herrea and Jiménez is which can be joined smoothly to the Kerr metric.

The solution obtained by Herrea and Jiménez can only be considered partially successful
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as it does not remove any of the ambiguities stemming from the original formulation.

Another shortcoming of the Herrea and Jiménez solution is that in the static limit (ø --+ 0)

the pressure is anisotropic, P, * Pu.

Part of the problem associated with the NJA is the uncertainty of why it actually works.

Chapter 2 sets out the NJA as a specific (perhaps overly) five step procedure. This process

ensures that all ambiguity present in the original derivation is removed. It was shown in

chapter 2 that the NJA produces a stationary metric containing only two arbitrary single

variable functions, T(r) and k(r). Results of chapter 2 concluded that no perfect fluid

metrics could generated by the NJA, except the trivial case of P : Q : 0, and that the

only algebraically special metric generated by the NJA, with a vanishing Ricci tensor is

the Kerr-Newman metric.

It could be argued that the requirement the fluid be perfect, in the sense of having

isotropic pressure) should be relaxed, as it places too large a constraint on the metric.

From a physical point of view (as opposed to mathematical) to justify the consideration

of non-isotropic pressures one would need to successfully argue that the random motion

of the gas particles had a preferred direction. For solids, such as graphite, the directional

nature thermal motion is observed and understood. Graphite folms large connected planar

surfaces, which slide smoothly parallel to each other, but do not move so freely in directions

perpendicular to planar surfaces. It is therefore important to consider anisotropic pressures

as well. The most stringent limit on the NJA is not placed by the the isotropic pressure

condition, but the vanishing of G'0. This condition requires that k(r) : 12 + a2 cos2d. A

consequence of this is that exp Õ - exp -À. In the static limit (a : 0) the only metric with

expQ - exp-À which are perfect fluids and have the equations of state P - p. Solutions

of this type have a speed of sound equal to the speed of light, and as such should not be

considered as physically sensible.

7.L.2 Generalizing the Newman-Janis algorithm.

Relaxing one of the conditions on the NJA, namely that lf r ---r Ifñ, provides a general-

ization of the NJA (GNJA). The advantage of this generalization is that rotating perfect

fluids may be generated. The disadvantage is that the metric becomes one for which exact
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solutions pertaining to rotating perfect fluids are difficult to find. Chapter 3 shows that the

GJNA generates metrics which can be matched smoothly to the Kerr metric and represent

perfect fluids in the static limit. It still remains to be seen whether or not metrics gener-

ated by the GNJA are perfect fluids in the non-static limit. The full physical properties

of the "trial" solution generated by this procedure could only be explored in the static

limit. The static limit of these solutions were found to be perfect fluids and "physically

reasonable". The term "physically reasonable" refers to thefact that, the strong and weak

energy conditions are obeyed, both P and p are monotonically decreasing functions of the

radial coordinate r, Pressure and density are related by and equation of state. Though

the trial solution did have infinite pressure and density at the centre it was not considered

grounds for being dismissed as unphysical as the total mass and energy remained finite.

A whole class of metrics generated by the generalized Newman-Janis algorithm is wait-

ing to be explored the hope is that one day it may be used to obtain a perfect fluid solutions

to the Kerr metric.

7.L.3 Canonical form of stationary axisymmetric rigidly rotat-
ing perfect fluids.

Some theorems were developed in chapter 4 regarding the metric properties of rigidly

rotating perfect fluids. In particular it was proven that stationary axisymmetric spacetimes

written in canonical coordinates ro : {t,r,z,/} have a four velocity given Ly uo -
A(r,z) (r,"* A@,2)6$) and are shear-free if and only if 0 is a constant. It was further

shown in this chapter that the canonical form of (SAS) metrics can be simplified further

if an angular rotation is made so the fluids vorticity vector is defined in the 2 direction.

Defining the vorticity vector to be in line with the 2 axis lead naturally to the formu-

lation of a relativistic version of centrifugal force. Though this result was not used in the

context of obtaining interior solutions to axisymmetric perfect fluids it was pointed out

that is helpful in the comparison between Newtonian results and relativistic ones.
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7.2 The onset of chaos in the Hill's reduced model

Part 2 of the thesis dealt with a completely diferent aspect of relativity, namely the chaotic

nature of relativistic dynamics. The question posed was whether or not the known chaotic

nature of geodesics in the relativistic fixed two centre problem is due to the non-linear

nature of general relativity or the kinematic properties relativistic mechanics. The way in

which the chaotic nature of special relativity was examined is as follows:

o Propose a model in which chaos is known not to occur in the Newtonian physics,

known to occur and general relativity and which is not studied in special relativity.

o Determine what features of the special relativistic Hamiltonian differ from the New-

tonian one.

o To establish whether the system is chaotic numerically integrate trajectories in the

non-Newtonian region.

¡ Measure the chaotic nature of the system by evaluating fractal nature of the attractor

basin boundaries.

o Try to understand how the chaotic nature of the system varies with the fundamental

parameters, such as, magnitude of charges, separation of charges, masses of particles.

The model chosen for the study of chaos in special relativity in this thesis was the

special relativistic version of the fixed two centre problem. This model was chosen as it

is ideal for addressing the question that part 2 of the thesis was concerned with, whether

chaos in general relativity was due to the non-linear nature of general relativity. The fixed

two centre problem (or Hill's reduced model) has the advantage of being one of the few

three body problems in Newtonian mechanics which is exactly solvable. What is special

about the Hill's reduced model is that the Newtonian Hamiltonian is separable in prolate

spheroidal coordinates. In both special and general relativity the seperability no longer

occurs which suggests, but does not prove, that the system may be chaotic.

As capture occurs for a large number of phasespace trajectories in the relativistic (both

special and general) fixed two centre problem the system has attractor basins associated
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with it. Chaos in attractor systems can be determined by examining the nature of the

attractor basin boundaries. For Hamiltonians in which the attractor basin boundary lies

on a fractal set the system is chaotic. It was for precisely this reason that the chaotic

nature of the Hill's reduced model was investigated via the use of fractal attractor basis

boundaries. The fractal nature was examined by determining the Hausdoff box dimension

of the attractor basin boundary sets. Hausdoff box dimension was calculated by dividing

the attractor basin boundary set into ly'. cubes of size e and evaluating

.. ln 1ú.
-llm ,e+0 ln €

Variation of box dimension d6 with the electro-static potential scale parameter .F and

the onset of chaos scale parameter P were investigated. It was found that a comparatively

simply analytic relationship exists between the box dimension and each of the parameters

P and .F. The reason for this the existence of this relationship is not known.

7.3 Axisymmetric spacetimes

The conclusion drawn from the studies of parts one and two is that the properties of

relativistic stationary axisymmetric spacetimes are quite different from what is found in

Newtonian physics. It is clear that more exact results are required in general relativity if

we are ever to fully appreciate what all its consequences are. What both of the two parts of

this thesis do is point how inadequate a Newtonian approach to relativity often is. It is a

disappointing fact that while Newtonian physics often provides inadequate or even wrong

explanations to physical phenomenon, it is so much easier to calculate with. It is precisely

the lack of exact solutions in general relativity that motivated the work of part 1. Until

such time as exact solutions are found describing the interior geometry of rotating stars

it is impossible to conclude what further results, counter to our Newtonian intuitive will

LL4

occur

Fortunately in the modern era the popularity and ease of use of computer algebra

programs mean that the acquisition of exact solutions is made a lot easier. It is no longer

necessary for a physicist to grind thlough the pages of algebra in order to obtain the

Einstein's tensor from the metric tensor. The thereoms of chapter 4 relied very heavily
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on the use of algebraic computation in order to attain the results. Theit is some object

to computational proofs because they can not reasonable be check by human beings. The

answer to this is that is why they are so useful, their is simple on other way to do thereoms

of this kind. It is hoped that the work of Part 1 will eventually be used to an exact solutions

to either the Kerr interior or the interior of a rigidity rotating perfect fluid.

Computers also make it possible to examine functions for which exact solutions can not

be found. Studies of chaos emphasize how essential computers are to the modern physicist.

It is impossible to conceive how the conclusions of part 2 could have been made without

computational integration. The results of part 2 illustrate once again that relativistic

effects lead to results which are completely absent in the Newtonian limit. The onset of

chaos of relativistic systems is an area which requires further exploration. The results of

this work demonstrate that relativistic kinematics is enough to introduce chaos into an

otherwise integrable system. The results of this still need to be fully realized but it is now

appropriate that chaos is not simply due to the non-linear nature of general relativity.
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APPENDIX ON ISRAEL
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The problem of matching two separate space-times on a common surface is a well explored

area of general relativity. A large number of papers exist on the subject, and now an

algebraic programme [66] is available to speed up calculations. However Israel's original

paper [9a] stilt remains a definitive work on the subject. Although the formalisrn was

originally developed to examine the motion of expanding bubbles in the universe it has

applications that range far wider. This appendix esstential follows the same lines as in-

troductory section of [95]. Consider two spacetimemanifolds M+ and M- seperated by a

hypersurface E. For any spacetime dependent quantity X one must specify the region of

space-time in which it is to be calculated. The notation X* means that the quantity X

is calculated in the exterior space-time geometry M+. The notation X+ l" signifies that

the value X is calculated in M+ and evaluated at the surface. Lastly [X] = X+ l" -X-l'
measures the jump discontinuity in the value of X as calculated by the two metrics and

evaluated at the surface. Two spacetimes are said to match smoothly both the first and

second fundamental forms are continous on the hypersurface X.

,A'.1 First junction condition

Let {rr1+ (t"rl-) be an arbitrary coordinate system in the M+ (M-) region (the greek

indices take four values and numerate components of four-dimentional tensors while latin
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indices take three values and numerate components of the three-dimentinal tensors of the

hyperspaceX), and {(n} b" an arbitrary coordinate system on X. The metri" gtr, (gi,)

determines the geometry on the M+ (M-) region :

LL7

(A.1.1)

t2
AS : sf,,dxrd*'

: edn2 I "gn¡(tj

Where e is defined as being -1 for timelike surfaces fl spacelike hypersurfaces and for

null hypersurfaces e : 0. The first junction conditon is the coninuous matching of gtr,

and g* on X. We shall call such a procedure the first junction. Let the equation of the

hypersurface found in the coordinates r+ be F* ("*) : 0, while in the coordinates r- let

it be F- (r-) : O. Introduce new coordinates (r,4n)* in such a way that the surfaces

na : 0 coincide with the surfaces F* ("*) : 0, respectively. Since there are four arbitrary

functions of coordinate transformations in each region, it is possible reduce the metric to

the form

ds*2 : ed,n+z + "gl (1*,"*) d{t ¿gi ,

d,s-2 : e d,n-2 r tg, (e-,"-) d{i ¿¿-i , (4.1.2)

where "gfi ut. functions of F+. The condition of the first junction will be satisfied if there

exist on the junction surface n:0 a transformation of coordinates 4* : €+ (€-) such that

õ[-r 6¿-t
aïi ae+i

(A.1.3)

After the first junction is carried out one can write the metric on the whole manifold

in the form

ds2 : e dn2 + tg,¡ (€,n) d(i dli (4.1.4)

Such cooldinates are known as Gaussian normal coordinates. Since n :0 is the equa-

tion of the hypersurface E to be found, the interval

dl2 : tso¡ (t,q dei d€i (A.1.5)

determines the geometry on !. In what follows, the explicit expression fol the coordinate

n : n(zp) will not be necessaly for us, though Gaussian coordinates shall be used. All

"nI (t*,0) : 'a; (e-,0)
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that is required is the direction of the normal vector N.r+. The normal vector is given by

aF+
(A.1.6)

a1p+þ f+

A slicing of the manifold by the surfaces n : const.leads to a corresponding decompo-

sition of both vectors and tensors. A vector AP is decomposed naturally giving the normal

component A" and the tangential components At. Similarly decomposition can take place

for all tensors. For example, a four dimensional second-rank tensor Q * hus 16 compo-

nents it is decomposed as a one component scalar Q"" , two three component three-vectors

Qi and Q'., and a nine componet three tensor Q¿¡. If a vector A, is given in arbitrary

coordinates {rP} then

A.1 . First junction condition

A"

An
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(A.1.7)

(A.1.8)

¡/T

Similiarly for second rank tensors Q *

: !o, : Tt,u Aþ ,
clrP

: cAn, Ao : 
,*U 

A,

frrt"frr, QP' )

€Qnn, Qnn : Qnn )

ãr'
n," 

-Ql, Qt, : n'
oï.'

}rP 0r' ^__( I

A( Ati "ú t"

Q"" :

ai:
AT:
Qt¡ :

a(,'

0r' a
p

(A.1.e)

(4.1.10)

(4.1.11)

(4.1.12)

u

Note that the above-written expression for A allows one to choose the sign of the normal.

We shall call the normal the outer one if the normal vector n ,o has the direction from

M- to M+. Then, choosing the surfaces r¿ : const. in such a way that the values n ( 0

correspond to M- (n>\forM+) one finds that the contravariant components of a unit

outer nolmal vector should be

Hence Nr: €n*

nn : Irnt :O,,Tri :jrnn - e



A.2. Second junction condition

L.2 Second junction condition

In the Gaussian system of coordinates,, y' : {n,{t} components of the Christoffel symbols

containing two or three indices n are equal to zero. Components not containing indices n at

all are regular, since the three dimensional geometry of the surface X is by assumption well

defined. Thus, only those connection coefficients which contain just one index n, namely,
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1 tgo¡,n and f il
Jn2 " go't g,i,nfi (A.2.1)

(A.2.5)

may be discontinuous at crossing X. The quantity I{ij -- -N¡;j : elli is called the

extrinsic curvature tensor or second fundamental form of the surface D. Since the quantity

ly'r,, is a tensor, one can find it an arbitrary convenient system of coordinates {rp}; then

I{¿¡ can be found using the formula

r{¿j: -9{Y N^.^ ( A.2.2)- Aei 0¿i " o;u

The extrinsic curvature measures the rate of change of the normal vector as it moves along

the boundary surface. It is given explicitly by the expression

}xP ðr'
a1 6ç"*"
}rP 0r"
Aei Aei

This formula can be simplified further by noting that

ôrP ôr' }rP 0r'ôNp
a¿; 6ç"''' :

A€i Aei

(A.2.3)

(A.2.4)

2

I{¿j :

("r,' - 
'i',)

0{i ð¿i 6r'

ðrP 0N,

*( Np
0r"
at

n o'*'
" u 6¿tg(i

As the surface coordinates are (' vectors tangential to the surface are given by

ôrP
el

aen
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Tangential vectors and normal vectors have a zero product so
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(A 2.6)

The extrinsic curvature is particularly useful in examining the distribution of energy along

the hypersurface seperating the two spacetimes. Two spacetimes manifolds are said to

match continously on a hypersurface if on that surface the energy momentum tensor is

continous. The Einstein tensor can be calculated in terms of the extrinsic curvature using

equations 4.1.7-4.1.8 and 4.1.9-4.1.10. The (i) and ([) components of the Einstein tensor

hence

are

I{¿r: -2.,

N,,0!" :0* d€'

(##+'tB##),

-, (xi, - xlt,)

-f," a - I,o; (,rt - 6i I{i)

GT

Gi,

(A.2.7)

(A.2.8)

where 3.R ir the three curvature of the hypersurface X and the vertical bar I denotes

the covariant derivative with respect to 3g;j. As X is a regular hypersurface the the (ï)

components of the Einstein tensor on E are the same whether they are calculated in the

M+ manif.old or M- . The jump discontinuity in the Einstein tensor is subtracting the

value calculated in the M- evaluated at the surface from Einstein tensor calculated in

M+ evaltttated at the surface

-. ([t í,] - [t 1,,]) : lcn, (4.2 e)

-i, (lx;xi) - lx;xil) : tGH (4 2 10)

lxil = I{l+ - I{l- (4.2.11)

The continuity of the normal componets of the Einstein tensor are ensured if

ll{;¡l: s. (A.2'12)



B

APPENDIX ON
NEWMAN-PENROSE
FORMATISM

The Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism is a particularly useful technique for examining the

spacetime properties of the vacuum. It has also been made use of in chapters (3)-(a) in

order to generate non-vacuum spacetimes.

At each point in the spacetime a tetrad is introduced, Z! : (l',,nP,T'np,rnp). Two of

these vectors /p and nþ are real and null,

lrlry:nrnP:0 (8.0.13)

obeying the further condition

nrlP : 7

The other two tetrads znp and mp are complex null vectors

(8.0.14)

ffi,rffiP:mrñP:0 (8.0.15)

where m, the complex conjugate of rn, and with the normalization conditron

mrñ* - -1 (8.0.16)

The orthonormalization conditions Eq. (8.0.13)-(8.0.16) imply that the metric tensor

for the spacetime is expressable as :

12t
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(B.0.17)9p,

where

(8.0 18)

Note that Eq. (8.0.18) implies that

61" : lrr' i rrl' - nlrm' - n'ùrm' (B.o.1e)

The above expression allows us to generate the tetrad components of a tensor from its

coordinate components. For example :

¿u
ç

: lrn, I lrnp - mrñ, - mrm,

: n"b Zo*Zu, ,

j,)
/01 0

f r o o:l l0 0 0

\o o -1
q"b

6i pÊ

(lrt\ n" + (nr(P) l' - (*rt') rn' - (mr€') *" (8.0.20)

In the NP formalism the 32 independent real Christoffel symbols ffi., are replaced by

16 linearly independent complex spin coefficients a, þr€,yrÀ, ¡.t,u,r, P,o,r.

It is convenient in the NP formalism to regard a general Lorentz transformation of the

basis (/p, np,n'Lp,mP) as being comprised of the following three classes of rotations :

o I. Rotations about / :

lp lP)

mP * alPn'LP

np

+ a,lt"-11m'
-L
Tn'

--+

--)

--+

--+

where "0" is a complex number

nP + amq * amP I aalP (8.0 21)
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o II. Rotations about n :

nP-'nP1

TnP --+ mP I bnq ,

,ru --+ *'¡b'n )

Itt --+ lt' + bnl" + bmp + b6n\ ,belC (8.0.22)

where uó" is a complex number.

¡ III. A boost in the lt" -nt'plane and a rotation rnþ - rnp plane :

lt --+ A-r lt" 
'

np --+ Anp ,

*u --+ e-io rn, ,

n'LP --+ eio rn' , (8.0.23)

both A and 0 are real.

One of the most useful applications of the NP formalism is the classification of the

Weyl tensor. The 10 linearly independent real components of the Weyl tensor CoB* ate

expressed as 5 linearly independent complex quantities :

Üs : -CoPp, l" mþ lP m' 
'

\[r : -Co\t*l" nþ lP m' 
''

V2 : -Coþprmo nþ lP m' )

\[3 : -CoPt"r*a n9 ¡u 
'u '

\[4 : -Copp,mo nþ rnP n' (8.0.24)

Under Class-I transformations

Üo --+

\[rr --+

Ü2 --)

\Í3 --+

V4 --+

üo)

ü, +¿\Ío ,

úz*2a-Psil+-iVo ,

\Í¡*3dúzl3a2'Úr+dÜo ,

ü¿*4ãüs* 6a,2Vz+4a3 rlrr +#rlu (8.0.25)



Let us assume that üafO, as long as the spacetime is not flat a rotation of Class-I can

always be made so that this is true. Clearly it is alsoes possible to make a rotation of

Class-II so that úo : 0 if å is a root of the following equation

öo -f 4b$, + 6b2 ó2 + 4b3 ös -l bo ón -- 0 (8.0.27)

The four roots of Eq. B.0.27 correspond to new directions of /p, namely,lu ¡b-u ¡bmu I
bbnp, known as the "principal null directions". If one or more of the roots coincide the

spacetime is algebraically special. The classification of the roots (ó1 ,br,b",ba) of. Eq. B.0.27

leads to Petrov classification.

o Petrov type I : All four roots are distinct

o Petrov type II : Two roots are the same and the other two are different, fi :
b2, b3, ba.

o Petrov type D : There are two pairs of roots ó1 : bz and bs: ba. This means that

a rotation of CIass-II makes üo and ü1 vanish simultaneously, while a rotation of Class-I

will also makes \Í3 and üa vanish simultaneously. Hence if Iús - Ür : 0 the simultaneous

vanishing of \I3 and Üa by class I rotations can be expressed as :

Under transformations of Class-II

Iúo

ü1

üz

\ú3

ü¿

\u3

L24

(8.0.26)

\Í4 (B.0.28)
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eliminating ø,

2
örón ó' :0

3

o Petrov type III : Three roots coincide bt : bz : bs, bq

¡ Petrov type N : All four roots coincide h -- bz : bz: bq

(B.0.2e)
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